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• Apartment fire
Two UMaine students save woman from fireBy Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Thanks to the heroics of two
UMaine students, an elderly wom-
an was saved from her burning
Orono apartment Sunday night.
Trevor Spalding, a 54iphomore
mustc education major, and Tom
Leonard, a senior business admin-
istration major, were on their way
to watch the Super Bowl at a
friend's apartment on Middle
Street.
"We just drove in and heard a
window break or something," Le-
onard said.
The students ran to their friend's
apartment, called 911, and raced
back to the scene.
The second story rear of 33
c)rni,c refighters work on the remains of fire-gutted 33 Middle Street. (Lachowski photo.)
• Elections
Worster and Allen campaign
to lead student government
-
Collin Worster and Anne Allen are candidates for president
and vice-president of student government. (Kiesow photo.)
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
If elected president of student
government, Collin Worster and
his running mate Annie Allen
plan to make major changes to
get students more involved in
their government.
Increased student participa-
tion in all levels of government is
one of the primary goals for the
ticket, which Worster says is
based on improving the overall
quality of education at the Uni-
versity of Maine.
Worster is a senior, history/
political science major and this is
his first year as an off-campus
senator. Allen, who is also a se-
nior, is a non-traditional student
who has been attending UMaine
for three years. She has not been
involved with senate, but she has
had a great deal of community
experience which she feels would
be helpful if elected.
The other ticket running in
the election, which is to be held
Feb. 9, is Bill Reed ard Rich
Aldrich.
Worster said even though his
running mates have more experi-
ence in senate, he feels this could
be a hindrance rather than a pos-
itive thing.
"I think there is a difference
between experience and en-
trenchment," he said. "When you
have been inside a system as long
as they have I can't help but won-
der if they have lost touch with
the students they are supposed to
serve."
Worster and Allen decided to
run for student government be-
cause they saw a number of prob-
lems with the way student gov-
ernment is currently being run.
"I saw a number of senators
and other people try to get things
done that we felt would be good
for the student body and we were
consistently blocked by the mech-
anisms and the leadership of stu-
dent government," Worster said.
"We feel that the best way to
make a change in student gov-
See WORSTER/ALLEN on
Page 8
Middle St. was engulfed in flames
at that time. The occupant of the
apartment, Alice Prue, 84, had
managed to escape to a balcony
but was unable to climb down.
"I just ran up there and there
she was," Spalding said.
Spalding climbed the landing
to Prue and attempted to coax her
down from the burning building.
According to Spalding, Prue
was scared and disoriented, but
was able to make it half way down
the landing on her own.
"She began crying and flicking
at her hair," Spalding said. "It was
on fire and then I began flicking at
my hair, too. So I just put my
jacket over her and my head and
carried her down."
"Yeah, flames climbed up over
his back. We were saying 'Just
pick her up and carry her down,—
Leonard said, recalling the rescue.
Spalding and Prue were not
hurt in the rescue, but the back of
his jacket had been melted and
both had their hair singed.
Prue was taken to Eastern
Maine Medical Center and was
"pretty shaken up," according to
Orono Fire Captain Lorin LeCleire.
He said Prue had just returned home
from a hospital stay at 5 p.m, that
night. Spalding and Leonard were
fine and stayed on the scene.
Chief Robert Burke said that
the building would not be a total
loss. The damage was held to the
second floor rear of the building,
but that area appeared to be devas-
tated as firemen threw burnt scraps
out of the windows even up to an
hour later.
LeCleire, the first captain on the
scene, described the call, which came
in at 6:29 p.m., as a 'heavy fire." The
only complications, according to Le-
Cleire, were due to cold weather and
the narrow streets.
No official cause had been deter-
mined, but suspicions were being
aimed at a stove.
Firefighter Steve Goodw in was
injured in the blaze and taken to EMMC
with second degree bums from steam
below the elbows, LeCleire said.
Additional support was called in
for the fire from the Old To and
Veazie fire departments and also am-
bulances from the Old Tosvn and the
university.
• Comedy
Cosby captures crowd
By Deanna L Partridge
Staff Writer
Bill Cosby stepped on stage to a
standing ovation Saturday night at
the Alfond Arena.
Before Cosby even had a chance
to remark about the weather, Uni-
versity of Maine President Fred
Hutchinson presented Cosby with
See COSBY on page 8
Bill Cosby performs at Alfond Arena. (Lachowski photo.)
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WorldBriefs • Israel claims security risk, detains three Arab Americans
• Angolan rebels moving in on diamond mine
• Catholic Church scores moral victory in Poland
• Persistence
US troops raid bandit's stronghold
1 AFGOI, Somalia (AP) — Hundreds of American soldiers swept into thisimportant crossroads town at dusk Saturday in an airborne raid on a nest of bandits
who threaten the international effort to feed Somalia's hungry.
"We're going to lay down a big footprint," said army Maj. Marty Culp before some 700
men of the 10th Mountain Division descended on the town.
A squadron of helicopters landed most of the soldiers on the eastern outskirts of the
dusty, ramshackle town 45 miles west of Mogadishu an hour before sundown.
The units formed up and began a broad sweep through the sprawling community of
40,000 people, moving on foot in squads of 12 and in armored personnel carriers.
They were looking for weapons and gun-mounted pickup trucks that bandits and militias
use as war wagons. But they were not planning house-by-house searches.
Helicopter gunships swooped overhead, providing air cover.
No organized resistance was expected, but Culp said some of the bandils being forced
out of their lucrative lifestyle might take a few potshots at the American troops.
It was one of the largest operations staged by U.S. troops since American Marines landed
in Mogadishu, the capital, on Dec. 9.
" The United States and 21 allied nations have since committed more than 38,000 troops
to protect aid shipments to the starving people of this East Africa nation.
More than 350,000 Somalis already have died of hunger, war and disease, and an
estimated 2 million more are at risk in one of the worst famines of the century.
Before the Americans and their allies arrived, experts estimated that at least half of all
donated food and other aid was being looted.
Some of the looters were free-lance bandits, others were members of the many clan militias that
have been fighting for land and power. Still others were gunslingers hired by greedy merchants.
• Religion
Abortions restricted by
Poland Senate vote
3 WARSAW, Poland (AP) — The Senate approvedstrict limits for abortions on Saturday, but narrow')
rejected a total ban in a partial defeat for the Roman
Catholic Church.
The legislation now goes to President Lech Walesa, a foe
of abortion. The church has indicated it accepts the near-ban
as a first step, however, and Walesa may want to use the
parliament decision to end the divisive debate that began
when the Communists were toppled in 1989
Walesa was on vacation, and his office could not say
when he will act.
Lawmakers aligned with the church had urged the Sen-
ate to reject a lower house bill that would allow abortion
when the mother's life or health is seriously threatened, the
fetus is badly deformed or the pregnancy results from rape.
The Senate is generally even more conservative than the
lower house, the Sejm, but it voted 35-34 with 20 absten-
tions to let the Sejm version stand.
If enacted, the new law would be one of the strictest in
Europe. It is expected to virtually end abortion, legal in
Poland since 1956. Three doctors must agree the procedure
is necessary, and physicians who violate the legislation
would risk two-year prison terms.
Ih. 
• Washout
114 killed or injured in
train derailment
4 NAIROBI. Kenya (AP) — A passenger train enroute to Kenya's capital derailed Saturday, and a
railroad official said up to 114 were killed or injured.
"Police are very tight-ripped about the numbers, but that
is our estimate," said Jean N. Luseno, a spokeswoman for
the state-owned Kenya Railways Corp.
An officer at police headquarters said scores were feared
dead, but he had no figures because police at the scene had
not reported in. He spoke on condition of anonymity.
Luseno did not know if there were any foreigners among the
passengers. The train was traveling from the Indian Ocean port
of Mombasa, the gateway to tourist resorts dotting the coastline.
Luseno said the rough casualty figures were based on
the number of passengers believed to have been in five of
the train's coaches that plunged into a river near Mtito
Andei, about 125 miles southeast of Kenya's capital,
Nairobi.
• Civil war
Rebels gaming Angolan civil war
•
'm 
2 on Saturday in a bid to tighten their grip on the country's diamond-mining region.LUANDA, Angola (AP) — 
Rebels were reported closing in on northeastern Angola
Government military sources said rebels appeared to be gaining ground near
Saurimo. The town, 500 miles east of Luanda, the capital, is the gateway to diamond mines
in northern Lunda Norte province.
It was not possible to independently verify the reports of rebel troop movements.
Guerrillas have advanced on various parts of the country since peace accords fell apart in
October, and they are believed to control more than 75 percent of the vast southern African nation
The rebels appear to be dedicated to seizing the rest of the country rather than mounting
an attack on heavily fortified Luanda.
Three days of U.N.-sponsored peace talks in Ethiopia ended in deadlock Saturday. But
a statement issued by the government and rebel representatives said both sides were
committed to seeking ways to restore peace.
They agreed to meet again in about a week. In Lisbon, the Portuguese news agency
LUSA said the next round of talks would be held in the Portuguese capital.
Angola experienced more than a year of peace after rebels from the National Union for
the Total Independence of Angola, or UNITA, ended their 16-year insurgency. But the
peace accords fell apart after rebel leader Jonas Savimbi refused to accept the defeat of his
party in September elections.
Thousands of people have died since October, adding to the toll of more than 350,000
killed in the civil war.
Military sources in the capital said training camps near Luanda, shut down when the
accords were signed in 1991, have been reopened and have 20,000 government recruits. The
sources spoke on condition of anonymity.
2
,
• Bombing
Cocaine traffickers
blamed for car bomb
5
 
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - A powerful car
bomb blamed on cocaine traffickers exploded Satur-
day in a commercial area, killing at least 10 people,
including four children, police and witnesses said.
The blast from the 220-pound bomb in front of a down-
town beauty school also injured at least 30 people and
heavily damaged several buildings, said police cited on
television and radio. Some unconfirmed reports placed the
death toll at 14.
Bodies were strewn about in streets covered with
debris and broken glass. A police officer told the Caracol
radio network that passers-by took off their jackets to
cover the dead.
There was no claim of responsible for the bombing, but
suspicion fell on the leader of the Medellin drug cartel,
Pablo Escobar, who escaped from prison in July and later
announced plans to commit terrorist acts.
3
• Kidnapping?
Israel detains three
Arab Americans
JERUSALEM ( AP) — The Israeli army acknowl-
edged Saturday that it was holding two Arab Amer-
ican men whose whereabouts have been questioned
by a U.S. senator, but officials refused to give details.
Sen. Paul Simon D-111., has asked that the men be released
The army said it had no information about a third Arab-
American also being held according to Israel's ambassador
to Washington. Zalman Shoval.
Asked whether Mohammed Jarad, 36 and Mohamnic,;
Salah, 39 of the Chicago area had been detained in the West
Bank city of Ramallah, a military official replied "they
indeed have been detained."
The official, speaking on condition of anonymit) in
keeping with military regulations, refused to elaborate.
Edward Salazar, a foreign policy specialist in Simon
office, said he was told the men were arrested Monday "out
of some security concerns."
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• Financial aid
Financial aid
forms delayed
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Today is the first day the majority of
University of Maine students will have the
opportunity to see their 1993-94 financial
aid forms and exactly one month from to-
day—the deadline date for the forms—will
be their last.
Peggy Crawford, director of student aid,
said the financial aid forms are usually re-
ceived at UMaine by Thanksgiving and dis-
tributed to students well before Christmas.
However, this year the forms were not re-
ceived until last Friday.
The reason for this delay, she said, is
because of changes made in the tbrms and
the application process on the federal level.
"It's been the process of getting the forms
redesigned, getting them approved, getting
them to the printer and getting them distrib-
uted that has really caused the delay and it's
so:nething that is absolutely beyond our
control," Crawford said.
Lisa Bartel, assistant director of infor-
mation services at the College Scholarship
Service in New York City, said the distribu-
tion process of forms was not completed
nationally until Jan. 27.
"Now that we're over that hump of dis-
tribution, everything should be fine," she
said.
The College Scholarship Service, which
oversees the entire authorization, produc-
tion and distribution process, sent approxi-
mately nine million financial aid packets to
over 35,000 different high schools and high-
et education institutions across the country,
she said.
The reason for the late distribution of
these packets and for leaving students and
aid administrators "in a crunch" she said,
was because this is a transitional year.
She explained that every five years the
federal government reauthswizes and reeval-
uates the higher education act and every
three years the College Scholarship Service
renews its contract With the Department of
Education, both of which occurred simulta-
neously this year.
During the reauthorization process, Bar-
tel said, the government made a variety of
changes in the forms themselves and in the
number of students who will have access to
financial aid.
One of the major changes in the forms
this year is that they are categorized in
packets for specific groups of students.
Crawford said UMaine students will have
a choice between three different financial
aid packets and it is important for them to
pick up the correct one.
One packet, she said, is specifically for
undergraduate students from the state of
Maine, one is for all other undergraduates,
and the third is for graduate students, under-
graduate students pursuing a second degree,
or for those students only interested in fed-
eral funds.
The packages, she said, are clearly
marked and are available at a variety of
locations on campus. These locations in-
clude outside the Business Office, in the
library, in Memorial Union, in Wingate Hall
and at the Bangor campus.
Off-campus students will need to pick up
forms at one of these locations because,
unlike in past years, the forms will not be
Sec FINANCIAL AID on page 16
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• Campaign for Maine
UM fimdraising campaign underway
By Scott W. St. Clair
Ctaff Writer
The largest fundraising campaign for the
University of Maine was announced by UM
President Fred Hutchinson at a press confer-
ence on Friday. The press conference marked
the beginning of the major gifts phase in
Greater Bangor area by the Campaign for
Maine.
'The Bangor volunteer leadership is as-
sembled today to announce its involvement
in and its endorsement in the Campaign for
Maine, the largest most comprehensive cam-
paign in the history of this University,"
Hutchinson said.
The Campaign for Maine is a coalition
of five notable community leaders leading
the local fundraising efforts for Maine to
raise $16.3 million from area businesses,
corporations, and individual gifts.
"It's fair to state, that a great state de-
serves a great university and this campaign
will make the difference between a good
education and an lxcellent one, in a great
many areas," Hutdhinson said.
The overall goal of $54.5 million has
been earmarked for funding of three new
buildings, undergraduate scholarship endow-
ments, student support services, research
and teaching equipment, scholarly support,
current projects and non-designated gifts.
"Funds raised in the campaign will help
us improve and maintain the quality of the
programs of the university by completing
key projects and providing endowments in
President Fred Hutchinson kicks off the largest capital campaign in the
university's history at a press conference at DTAV. Shown here from left to
right are Hutchinson, Leonard Minksy, and Robert Brandow. (Boyd photo.)
critical areas of this university," Hutchinson
said.
Buildings to be funded from the cam-
paign are a geological sciences building, the
almost completed College of Business Ad-
ministration building and the long-awaited
Center for the Study of Performing Arts
connector building between the Union and
the MCA.
Scholarships from the campaign will
expand access to students in Maine and
reward students with excellent academic
achievement.
One of the major motivations behind the
Campaign for Maine is not only to increase
the quality of higher education in Maine, but
also that the university has a major impact
on it's community.
"The University of Maine is an unique
resource and plays a vital role in the eco-
nomic well being of the private sector of the
whole state of Maine, but most particularly
Sec CAMPAIGN on page 16
Here's a chance to tell that special
someone what's really on your mind.
Maybe you've been a little edgy lately, a little stressed, some frustration, and its
been a while since you've expressed to
Or maybe you're a little shy
you would really like to say to
Maybe you've been a putz.
one of those mushy kinds of
your special someone are
sion and intimacy. Perhaps
friend with whom you share
This chance is the Maine
on Friday. February 12th.
Your words of love
must be received by Wednes-
All personals must be prepaid.
basement of Lord Hall to release
this someone how you feel.
about saying the things that
this special someone's face.
But you over there, you have
relationships where you and
constantly in the heat of pas-
your special someone is just a
joyous moments.
Campus Valent;ne's Personals
(both intimate and purely platonic)
day, February 10th at 5pm.
Stop by the Maine Campus in the
these words of love, and give that special
someone intensely, warns fuzzies.
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Candidates for ROC
offices start campaign
By Renee pc.)11eV
Staff Writof
Ihe election for the next president and vice-
president of Residents on Campus will be held
on Tuesday, Feb. 9.
Bob L Harms, ROC' s cunent president, is
running for re-election. L'Heureux is a junior
maiming in business administration
Chris LeClerc, a fir7t semester junior major-
ing in political science and international affairs,
is running for vice president LeClerc served as
ROC's vice president this year.
L'Hetreux and LeClerc are the only candi-
dates running for these positions.
L' Heureux' s plevious experience in student
govenunait includes his service in the General
Student Senate and his experience as ROC
resident.
With his tenure as vice president of ROC,
LeClerc feels he has the hands-on experience to
serve as vice president for next year.
L'Heureux said he would like to serve as
president for another year due to his ocincern for
finding ways for students to stay on campus.
LeClerc, if elected as next year's vice pres-
ident of ROC, hopes to make more of a connec-
tion with the student body.
I'd like to get more communication be-
tween the student body and Campus Living," he
said
L' Haulms said there is a gap between Cam-
pu.s Living and the student body which he would
like to help close if re-elected
He thinks there are many things student on
Residents on Campus candidate, Bob
L'iieureux. (Lachowski photo.)
campus should be mark aware of such as ho%.‘
their money' is spent.
"Iliese are a lot ofhidden things that students
are paying for that they shouldn't be paying."
L' Heureux said.
Some of this year's activities in ROC in-
clude Octoberfest, a dance in bulgy, Gym last
S,0-...aday night, and gening the Late-Night Corn-
pany back in operation
If elected, their goals for next year include
pmviding more activities for the students, get-
ting more members of the student body interest-
ed in ROC and making changes to increase the
incentive for student to live on campus.
Everyone has a Career!
Undecided about a Career?
Contemplating a career change?  ?
Unsure about choosing a major? • •
Join our 5 week Career Group
Starting February 8, for 5 consecutive weeks,
5 to 6:15pm at the Career Center. Chadbourne Hall
For informaiion and sign up call Tracey 866-3873 or Paul 581-1359 or 827-0170
on-Traditional Students
Meeting
unge
February 1,1993
in
Interested in studying abroad?
non-traditional students who have returned from
in Canada!
hard, studied at University of British Columbia
son, studied at McGill University, Montreal, Quebe.
with Gail Yvon, Canada Year Coordinator for the
American Center about your experiences or plans to
anada.
ommuter Services, Division of Student Affairs 581-1821
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CHI OMEGA
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Chi Omega is the Brown House located next to
• 
Hancock Hall. We'd Love to see you there!
Any Questions? Call x4 1 6 1 . 1
iminnommomminismineummemlemmummesiesma
Mon....Feb. 1.... 7:30p.m.
Tues...Feb. 2.... 5:00p.m.
Thurs..Feb. 4.... 6:00p.m.
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• Budgeting
UM Alumni Association increases efficiency
By Andrew Gilmore
Staff Writer
The University of Mriine's General
Alumni Association is hopping on the down-
sizing wagon following recent trends to
save money.
"We are reorganizing ourselves inter-
nally to become more cost efficient," H.
Maxwell Burry. the president of UMGAA
said, "so additional funds can be directed
towards support of student and faculty pro-
grams."
The UMGAA is independent from the
university and located in Crossland Hall.
The association is financially self-sufficient
and has been serving University of Maine
students and alumni since 1875.
"Our mission is to bridge alumni back to
the institution," Burry said. "We need to
gain their support for the university both
financially and in terms of advocacy."
The association serves many functions
including raising money for the university
in the form of alumni solicitation. Money is
then distributed throughout the university.
Most of the money goes to academics,
Burry said Then the arts and other programs
come second in receiving funds. Athletics
receives the smallest amount, he said.
UMGAA is run by 15 full-time employ-
ees and five to six work study students. The
organization is trying to unify its many
sections in order to increase productivity.
"We're trying to work smarter, not hard-
er," Nancy Dysart, vice president of alumni
activities said. "We're trying to gain a broader
knowledge in order to help each other."
Dysart said they have implemented a pro-
duction team to handle the administrative
assistant's work for the entire organization
instead of having separate offices within.
The Annual Alumni Fund sends over
I 80.000 mailings out a year and raises over
$2 million for the university each year.
The effort to reorganize internally start-
ed in October of 1992 when the organization
changed their officer's titles, by-laws and
name.
"We changed the name to the General
Alumni Association because we felt it better
describes our mission," Burry said. "We are
here to serve all alumni of the university and
not just select graduates."
The former name of the organization
omitted the 'General' from the title which
did not distir,guish it from the many other
alumni associations across campus. Burry
said.
The UMGAA is responsible for creating
and maintaining records of all of t Wain& s
alumni. The association is in the process of
transferring all of their files to computer.
"We're really responsible for keeping
track of the successes of our graduates,"
Dysart said. "We need to reorganize in order
to remain productive as our alumni body
grows."
• Earth-shattering record
California earthquake rates as strongest of '92
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The major
earthquake that rocked Southern California
last summer was stronger than previously
estimated, a magnitude-7.6 jolt that was the
world's most powerful quake in 1992.
The world was shaken by 70 significant
earthquakes that killed about 3,500 people
during the past year, the U.S. Geological
Survey said Friday in its annual report on
global seismicity.
While that is a slight increase over 1991's
quake fatalities, it is still well below the long-
term average of about 10,000 deaths annual-
ly, said the report from the agency's westcrn
regional office in Menlo Park. Calif.
Ten of the 70 significant quakes were
centered in California.
Southern California's Landers earth-
quake ripped through the Mojave Desert,
killing one child Th.‘ June 28 quake and its
Big Bear aftershock three hours later injured
more than 400.
The USGS initial!s estimated the Land-
ers and Big Bear quakes as measuring 7.4
and 6.5 in magnitude, later upgrading them
to 7.5 and 6.6.1n its new report, the agency
said the quakes actually measured 7.6 and
6.7.
111—
I it seems to me that gray boxes are just a part of life.
You
have a
say.
The Maine Campus is sponsoring a debate
between the two teams of running mates
for Student Government.
Here is your chance to voice your complaints,
concerns and points of view.
Where is it? Lown Room Memorial Union
When is it? 6pm February 4, 1993
Be there. Be heard.
A Call For Nominations
1993-94 University of Maine Class Book
The Class Rook is a new tradition at the University of Maine directed at
improving the academic environment on campus hy- pmviding faculty and
students with a common intellectual erperience. This year's Class Rook is
Hen's Teeth and Horses Toes by Stephen Jay Gould . The Clam Book will
he required reading in most, if not all, divisions of College Composition,
English 101.
The Class Book will he selected each year by the Acaderni. Affairs Commit
tee with the addition of the Director of College Composition
The following guideline,. will shape the Committee's deliberations
1 The book should he of sufficient intellectual ngor and cultural interest
to engage an audience of universin- faculty and students vet broad enough
to appeal to a diverse academic community
2. The book should he available in paperback and reasonable in cos:
3. All nominations should include a copy of the hook a library copy is
acceptable) and a statement ot no more than one page outlining th:
arguments in favor of the nomination.
NOMINATIONS SHOULD BE SENT TO
JAMES GILBERT, 216 NUTTING HALL,
NO LATER THAN MARCH 1, 1993
Sponsored by- FlICUITV Senate & Academic Affairs
• Disabilities
Performers enli
By Randy Robinson
Staff Writer
-
154"Move. The National Theatre
Workshop of the Handi-
capped proved Sunday
that rather than curse the
darkness of being dis-
abled, some people
choose to light a candle with laughter,
drama and music.
Beginning with a three-song set enti-
tled, "Big River Medley" and ending with
an uplifting song called -Operator," the
seven-member cast sought in a sometimes
moving and often-humorous way to show
how disabled and "normal" people inter-
act.
The opening skit, "Job Interview,"
turned the tables on the difficulties faced
disabled people by means of an inter-
',ew between an employer in a wheelchair
Bobbi Wailes) and a non-disabled appli-
cant (Casey Pant). It was one of two very
tunny skits.
The other, "Toes," involved a disabled
couple opposed to their daughter's mar-
n age to a man with only nine toes. After her
parents conN ince her fiance they shouldn't
be married, an irritated daughter (Sandi
Frances) blasts thcir close-mindedness
v. bile paraphrasing Martin Luther King's,
"I have a dream" speech
Some scenes focused not on humor but
on real problems, usually.  but not exclu-
sively those faced by the disabled
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ten audience about disabilities
In "Rita and the Guidance Counselor,"
for example, Rita (Wailes) must deal with
her violent, drunken husband. a Vietnam
veteran. Although the part was not specif-
ically written for a disabled woman, her
physical helplessness adds force to the
scene.
In "Marriage Proposal," Jerome (Jerome
McGill) is a self-pitying man in a wheel-
chair who turns down his girlfriend Sandi's
(Francis) marriage proposal, "because you
deserve the best."
In a scene called "Six Months Later,"
written by McGill, Jerome asks Sandi out
after meeting her in a restaurant six months
later, only to realize his chance is gone
when Sandi's new boyfriend (William Lu-
cas) shows up.
"All about me" deals with two bitter
rival actresses (Francis and Wailes) up for
the same part in a movie. The skit showed
the problems of disabled people are some-
times simply the problems of people every-
where.
The other skit, "Luncheonette," was
about opportunities lost, with Wailes re-
membering her early-life institutional-
ization and Francis saying she would like
to be someone...if only she weren't too
old.
The entire company than sang, "If I
could have been," and displayed harmony.
McGill in particular has an excellent sing-
ing voice.
The most unusual song was no doubt
"Sister Clarissa," sung by Lillian Mullen.
Cast of National Theatre Workshop of the Handicapped performing. (Tirrel photo.)
It alternated between praise of God and
humor, with Clarissa being depicted as a
school teaching nun who seems, "11 feet
tall."
The acting was reasonably good, al-
though sometimes the actors seemed to be
having trouble remembering their lines,
though only briefly. Wailes' voice faded in
and out in a couple of scenes.
Overall it was a spirited performance
worth attending. As one audience member
said afterward, "It went so fast."
Tuesday, February 23 @ 7pni
Maine Center For The Arts
Saturday Night Lives
ADAM
SAN DLER
& Opening Act
Only $7 vv/ tildlaine Student I.D.
(unit, 2 per ID.)
Tickets on Sale NOW
MCA Box Office 9arn-4pen 
--
S1 5 for General Public
581-1755
W,
.1 '. Foo or Information call 581-1735..-,iimmummemmek
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• The Maine Center for the Arts
Ballet mixes styles in hi
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
Les Ballet Jazz de Mon-
treal kicked off the 1993
season at the Maine Center
for the Arts Saturday night
with their own mixture of
classical and modem dance.
The ballet, which features many of Cana-
da's well known dancers, is famous all over
the world for its creative choreography and
high-energy dancing. This is the 20th anni-
versary tour for the company.
Les Ballet Jazz de Montreal entertained
the audience with their original dance move-
ments and their interpretation of the contem-
porary music.
No scenery was used, and the costumes were
close fitting with subdued colors such as black
and gray. No loud costumes or bright colors
were needed, as they would have distracted
from what was being created by movement
The opening dance was perfomied to music
by Dumisani Maraire with the Kronos Quar-
tet. It featured loud and heavy percussion,
which the dancers interpreted with sharp quick
movement and fast spins.
This duet, was performed with the dancers
rarely not connecting in some way. The danc-
ers flexibility was demonstrated by their bend-
ing, stretching and innovative lifts.
Expressive and constantly changing facial
movements added a great deal of emotion and
drama to the performance, and seemed to be
choreographed to match the body movements.
Jazz favorites by American greats Duke
Ellington and Miles Davis were the selections
used for two shorter and slower paced pit-v..--
"Satin Doll" was performed by three danc-
ers in unison. Most notable about the choreog-
raphy was its use of sharp, angled hands and
fast arm movements, often with the arms
outstretched above the head.
It was also interesting because the dancers
started out slow, then moved intc more com-
plex moves, and then slowed down again to
finish in their original positions.
"Blue In Green" was a dramatic solo
danced by Eric Miles. He began with his back
to the audience and often used sharp, small
movements, and did not get up from the floor
until half way through the performance. The
piece showed great emotion with its interpre-
tation of the slow, muted trumpet music.
A favorite of the audience was the longer
piece "Libertango," which was divided into
five shorter dances, all with connecting themes
and a different number of dancers.
Libertango was aft excellent example of
Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal's style, which
has been described as a fusion of modem, jazz
and ballet Remnants of the traditional tango
steps could be noticed in the choreography,
added to sharp spins and quick jazz moves.
In each of the sections a pattern of steps
was established and often repeated during
different musical phrases. Repetition was also
used with each couple beginning the same
steps at different times, each appearing to be
doing something completely different.
Another favorite of the audience was
Delta Delta Delta
St. Valentine wished for love.
Washington wished for victory.
Lincoln wished for peace.
Tri Delta wishes you'd Rush.
February 2, 3, & 4 at 5pm
See you there!
All activities take place in the basement of Kennebec Hall.
If you need a ride or need questions answered just call 581-6893.
FOR DOUBLE MEAT ADD 
-energy program
A scene from Les Ballet Jazz de Montreal at the MCA. (Boyd photo.)
danced to the music of the World Saxophone
Quartet with African Drums. This eclectic
piece was perfect for the dance, which bnaught
out more of the corripany's modern style.
The dance was fast paced and explosive
with energy. The two couples were always
moving without any pauses. Often one couple
would be doing something completely differ-
ent from, the other, yet both seemed to fit
together with the music. Athletic ability was
DELIVERY HOURS: 8-11PM
SUNDAY-THURSDAY
'504 CkiARGE FOR ORDERS
UNDER SS
866-3550
ON CAMPUS ONLY
also sboweamed, with both the women and
men showing iMIIICINNe strength and flexibil-
ity. one part, each of the dancers would do
a backbend while their partner rolled or stood
on top of them.
Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal created an
exciting evening of dance which kept the audi -
aux entertained with creative choreography
and their own original style. and made a great
debut for the 1993 season for the MCA.
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be able to tell the senators how they feel
their money should be spent.
"Student government controls
$350,009 a year of student activity fee
money, and right now that is controlled by
an executive budgetary committee of sev-
en people," Worster, who feels the budget
is passed after little discussion, said.
"It's just too much money to be decid-
ed by a handful of people," he said.
Worster said all university groups who
have something to offer should get more
equal funding, instead of leaving some
groups out and giving large sums to oth-
ers.
Other changes Worster and Allen
would like to make included enforcing
some already existing but widely ignored
guidelines, such as senators must send
two newsletters a semester to their stu-
dents. They plan not only to enforce this,
but to create a campus-wide newsletter to
keep students informed.
"The big picture of our campaign is
improving the quality of education by
getting students informed and involved,"
he said.
1 Spring Break 
CANCUN,
NASSAU $299
-1i1;4Fiii tiff' a c, qroup for FFIEE trip
Gall 1-8a) GET-SUN-1. 
GREEKS & CLUBS
$1.000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your fiat.
sorority. team. club etc
pitches in lust one houi
and your group can raise
$1.000 in lust a few days'
Plus a chance to earn
$1.000 for yourself!
Nn 1-cW N,- x
1-800-932-0528. exi 65
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Cosby comes to UMaine
an honorary "M" in track and Mike Ploszek,
director of athletics, awarded the comedian a
letter jacket.
After the presentations, it was only laughs
from there on out. Cosby opened with a few
coinments about the cold and then went on a
tangent about ice fishing.
Instantly he built a rapport with the capac-
ity crowd, but treaded on thin ice making fun
of many Mainers' favorite winter sport.
"I just don't understand why any man
would leave his home," Cosby said of ice
fishermen.
Promptly, many of the audience tried to
justify themselves. Undaunted, Cosby played
off the comments and incorporated individu-
als into his act.
Nothing was safe from the wit of the
comedian as even local author Stephen King
was dragged into the humor.
King had been backstage before the per-
formance according to Cosby, who then pro-
ceeded to reconstruct the eerie meeting.
"(King) shook my hand and squeezed all
the Jell -0 pudding out of it," Cosby said,
faking a tenor-striken face.
Cosby gave a varied performance, bor-
rowing material from his books and changing
positions on stage frequently to work the
audience from all angles.
He talked about being a father and what it
was like to take care of a "puke child" in the
middle of the night. response ranged
from knowing groans of empathy to tears of
laughter.
From parenthood he went on to childhood
-- commenting on how his children had done
through school.
The audience was given a humorous in-
sight into the college career of his eldest of
five children.
From a 1.7 GPA her first year to a dual
major of art and government as a senior,
Cosby brought the audience to her graduation
day with a glimmer in his eye and a proud
smile on his face. Cosby retold every detail
right down to the speak of the college presi-
dent, as only he can do.
"...and what he's say is," Cosby interpret-
ed the president's speech, "get the bell outta
here. We've got new students coming in at
higher prices!"
Cosby even sang the college song for his
eager audience, which sounded like If You're
Happy and You Know It' — 'real slow."
Cosby said he got smarter when his sec-
ond daughter with a 'D' average decided she
wanted to go to college. He called up a small
college in Mississippi and asked the pirsi-
d....nt if his college would be needing a hospi-
tal. The president's reply was "How low is
your child's (WA?"
From the joys of parentlitaxi and the trials of
college, Cosby moved onto love and marriage.
He encouraged the audience to get to
know their mates and to speak up for them-
selves. However, he also told the audience
what happens when you do.
Cosby kept repeating there will come a
from Pagel
time in a relationship when people change.
"I don't remember if it was the fifth or the
fifteenth, but I love her more today than I did
back then. Oh, Baby," Cosby chorused after
every anecdote.
Cosby's performance appealed to a wide
range of tastes and ages. There was a 9
-year-
old girl in the front row, a little reluctant hut
invotved in the act nonetheless.
Alumni Terry McCabe and Bud Peirce
travelled from August to see Cosby. Peirce
followed Cosby's career from his beginnings
on the Carson Show to his performance at the
Al fond
"His humor is something that everyone
can relate to," Peirce said.
McCabe said it was Cosby's use of hu-
mane frailties which caused him to reminisce.
"I liked how he'd go from past to present,"
McCabe said.
An hour and forty minutes and hundreds
of laughs later, Cosby stepped off the stage to
another standing ovation.
Worster/Allen run for student government leadership from page I
ernment is to start from the top."
Worster and Allen have some major
goals they plan to institute if elected. The
first is to make a "serious effort" to fight
any further budget cuts. They plan to have
students, not just leaders talk to their rep-
resentatives, write letters, make phone
calls, and to have rallies both on campus
and in Augusta.
"We plan to use every means possible
to fight the budgetilcuts. Another 5 percent
cut could really sdi-iously affect the qual-
ity of education," Worster said.
Relations between the students, facul-
ty and administration, which he said has
been strained recently, are another goal of
the Worsted/Mien ticket.
"If you have an openly hostile relation-
ship with the people who are trying to
teach you and the people who are looking
BOWLING
Wednesday Night 6-11pm
Si per string
Old Town Bowling Center
185 Center St.
Old Town 8i. -2874iffs
out for your interests then you can't get
anything accomplished. We know we need
to work together," Worster said.
Another goal is to increase student
awareness in what is going on. Allen said
this is one of the main reasons she became
involved in the race.
"I feel there is a lot more that can be
done, and a lot of important issues are
being ignored by student government,"
Allen said. "There should be more of a
rapport between the student government
and the student body. In order to appeal to
the campus community, you've got to have
participation from the campus communi-
ty."
Allen said the senate doesn't do
enough to include growing minority
groups such as women and non-tradition-
al students, and feels she would be able to
represent these groups if elected vice
president.
Another of the major goals is to revise
the way the student government budget is
handled. Worster and Allen would like to
hold a highly advertised public hearing
about the budget, where all students would
M101112at
A Semi-Formal Charity Ball to Benefit the
Kiwanis Pediatric Trauma Institute
Saturday, February 6, 1993
8-12pm in the Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
$6 per person, $10 per couple
Sponsored by: UM Circle K
Tickets are on sale in the Union and Student Activities Office February 1-3.
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• Layoffs
Ex-UMaine janitor and family trying to adapt
By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer
Richard Carmichael walked down the
third floor corridor dressed in his starched,
blue shirt and navy work pants as he pushed
a cart piled with toilet paper, garbage bags
and multi-colored cleaning solutions. From
behind one could see the top of the ear-
phones to his tiny Sony walkman. He paused
to answer the question of a resident, nodded
his head and hurried to his closet to get the
vacuum cleaner.
Richard used to work at the University of
Maine. In four years, Richard was hired, laid
off and transfered from six different jobs
until he was finally laid-off from a custodial
job in Hancock Hall last Friday.
His second wife, Mabel, still is an em-
ployee at UMaine, she works as an adminis-
trative assistant in the Contiviing Educa-
tion Department at Chadbourne Hall. Rich-
ard who is in his mid-40s has two children,
Julie, who is a junior in high school, and Van
who was also formerly employed at UMaine
in the dining commons. Their family is
being affected by the changes at UMaine.
"I have a right to bump into a baker's job,
but I'm not going," Richard said. "It would
be hard for me to bump that person out.
There also might be resentment from man-
agement because I bumped." Money and
stability of the baker's job were issues in
Richard's mind as well.
"It's a nine month academic year. Three
months I don't get paid," he said. "I can't do
that."
Thirty UMaine custodians from Facili-
ties Management (FM) were informed on
Jan. 14, that they would be laid off begin-
ning Feb. 5. Last Friday, Facilities Manage-
ment plus Campus Living gave 35 janitors
their final notice.
Richard, who was no stranger to the
bumping process, had already begun to look
for a new job. He knew he did not have
enough seniority in his position to remain.
On the same Friday his final notice arrived
from Campus Living, Richard started a new
custodial job at the new Walmart in Bangor.
The position is a cut in pay, but he is im-
pressed with the reputation and size of the
company. Professionalism is something Ri-
chard prides himself on and looks for in
employers.
Regardless of the job prospects at
UMaine, until Friday when the notices were
delivered, Richard was firm in his decision
to stay until he was laid-off.
"No way would I quit the university. I'm
not a quitter," he said. "On my days off from
Walmart I will work he7e at the university."
Richard has not always been a custodian,
actually he was never classified as that until
his second job at UMaine. His true profes-
sion is as a baker, more specifically, a donut
maker.
Richard began making donuts in 1955,
when he was seven, in his parents bakery in
Bangor. His job required him to work at
night.
COLLEGE TOURS
25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
#1 ORGANIZER OF STUDENT TRAVEL TO MEXICO
S nsered b : Dos E uis r • Domino's Pizza • Fat Tuesday
co
1-
fa
3
• Jalapenos • Carlos O'Brian's • A Pirate's Night Adventure • Subway
FREE Private cocktail parties
EXCLUSIVE dance parties at Cancun's hottest clubs
SPECIAL '10 STAR' PARTY
hours of FREE food & drink at Fat Tuesday
COLLEGE TOURS & DOS XX
SPRING BREAK VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
Over $7,000.00 in cash plus other prizes
FREE I.D. CARD & WRISTBAND
$150.00 worth of Free benefits
Three
CVER 300,000 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS FROM ACROSS THE COUNTRY
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Many students
were fooled by
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by night
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HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS AND PRICES
Downtown Hotels
Margarita
Hotel America
Lagoon Area
Posada Lagur,a
Cancun Inn
Moderate
Superior
Cancun Plaza
Suites Brisas
Kin-Ha
Solyrnar
Prices based on quad occupancy.
do not include °recollected departve taxe
$509
$559
$599
Beach Superior
Calinda
Costa Real
Beach Deluxe
Oasis
$629
$679
DON'T BE FOOLED
BY AN IMITATION!
GO FOR THE
REAL THING!
THERE IS NEVER
A DULL MOMENT WITH
COLLEGE TOURS
COLLEGE TOURS
Or STEVE 6
SPACE IS UNITED, CAU. MAIM
AGENTS CAN BE REACHED 7 DAYS A WEEK, AM 5 PM HOURS.
SUN
"One policeman came in in the middle of
the night and said that I was a night-owl, and
there I was only seven," he chuckled. Dur-
ing the day he and his uncle would go to a
camp to fish, wnich Richard no longer does.
his new hobby is motorcycles.
According to Mabel Carmichael, Rich-
ard's wife, he owns his own 6 cylinder
Honda Goldwing SE 1500, which he rides
from the end of March to the end of Novem-
ber.
"Sometimes we take the bike and go
camping for the weekend. We put the tent
and sleeping bags on the back, and go,"
Mabel said.
Richard worked at the bakery until he
graduated from high school. He was accept-
ed to Husson College, but instead became a
maintenance/supply liaison for aircraft in
the Air Force. He went to Denver, Colo, to
technical school to learn his new job.
"It (working at the bakery) gave me the
basics for learning responsibility, how to
work and how to be aggressive as far as
work goes," he said.
Instead of going to college, Richard went
into the Air Force as a maintenance/supply
liaison. While there he served a year in
Vietnam keeping track of and ordering parts
for F-4 Bombers. He was also the head baker
at the Non-Commissioned Officer's Club
(NCO).
"It was hard to get supplies. Everything
was from scratch," he said. "We made MX)
dozen hamburger buns, and 60 dozen sweet
rolls a night." The heat in the industrial
kitchen was marked by a thermometer on
the wall opposite the ovens and always read
at least 1(X) degrees. Late one night Richard
made cherry pies with the lattice work top,
and shared them with performers from Chi-
cago who hadn't seen or tasted cherry pie in
months.
"I am proud of the Air Force," Richard
said. "I made staff sargeant in three years
and was named Outstanding NCO of the
quarter at Pease AF Base."
In 1971, Richard was released from the
Air Force on a hardship discharge when his
mother had to have open heart surgery. He
See CUSTODIAN on page IS
Cholesterol Screening and Education Program
Cutler Health Center
_Sponsored by Preventive Medicine Program
and Cutler Health Center Laboratory
Every Friday 9:00-3:30 pm
By appointment 581-4013
 
 
Appointments are for 1/2 hour duration.
Limited to UMaine students.
$5.00
Sign up today!
DO IT— JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT!
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PROGRAM
Safety.
Now Available —PAAL— a brand
new personal attack alarm produced
by Quorum International. PAAL
is a compact electronic device which
when easily activated omits an ear
piercing 107db alarm that shocks
the attacker. Their worst enemy at
this moment is noise and they will
recognize that they are no longer in control.
Get a PAAL, be safe! Satisfaction guaranteed.
r
—Please use this form to order.
I PkAI(.ea.S2Q
I would hire Sports PAAL(s) (wesither proofed) es SU
For males tax and postage add Si 70
I Name 
Address 
Mail to:
Paul 1/illaway
P.O. Box 715
Waldoboro, ME 04572
.11,11 have any questions or wish a brochure
please phone 207.812-7575.
Note: Quorum 11in donate $1 from the sale
ot each Sports PAM, to the Torch Run few
Special Olympic&
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• Column
Same as it ever was
By Michael Reagan
The latest fad in the news business these days is the nanosecond burst of news,
Sports, and weather at II p.m. so the viewer will have less of a reason to pay attention
to the entire newscast.
But despite the fast-breaking news stories and the evening's sports scores rattled
off in a few minute's time, there's something noticeably missing.
It's the fake TV rapport.
You don't hear the forced chuckles, the upbeat talk about the weather and the little
conversations about the latest football, basketball, or hockey games. The chatter among
the two anchors, meteorologists, and sports people is a key part of the news format.
That's because each of the members of your friendly Bangor news team has a role to
play. Each male and female anchor covers certain stories and speaks in a certain way.
And though you would like to think that each person is uniquely different, they are
in fact as interchangeable as Lego blocks.
Yesterday's Kim Vaclis is today's Melanie Shaffer, and today's Rory Johnston is
just a slightly better looking Don Carrigan.
The roles are bigger than the players themselves.
For example, the female anchor is usually just as assertive as ttie male anchor, but
they are the ones who cover sad, tragic stories to give a sensitive, empathetic touch.
If somebody's kid died after the bunjee rope they were on snapped, the female
anchor delivers the report in a slower, softer manner.
The male anchor has the typical male role of staking out territory in an assertive
manner like speaking twice as loud as is needed during the opening of the show:
"Good evening!! This is Channel Seven News!!"
Meterologists are blessed with some degree of independence after doing the usual
schtick like "Isn't this weather great?!!" or "Uh-o, we've got a high pressure system
coming our way" or "Shucks, the days keep getting shorter."
The plus side of their mandatory visits to local schools to talk about stratocumulus
clouds is that they often get some weather-oriented cakes or T-shirts to show in the
air, forever winning the affection of grade-school fans.
When sports tolls around any of the bad news ends and the real cheerleading
begins. It must be in the TV journalist's code that no matter how badly the local teams
do, there is only the slightest hint of criticism. The Red Sox and their abysmal season
provided a challenge to many sportcaster who scoured thesauruses looking for
synonyms for "disappointing."
Sportcasting is the art of making the mediocre sound magnificent.
Professional teams are really some would-be reflection of the people of their
respective cities, states, or bordering states with no teams of their own. They are
provincial versions of the flag. To speak ill of them speaks ill of the people.
Why many people enjoy such acting and mock warmth is simple: it's lacking in
their lives. To get some overblown, loud reading of the news fills a void for many. A
television can be the voice of a friend in an otherwise empty house. It canbe a
neighbor when real ones are too far away or too busy to talk to. It's company for
people who have no teal visitors because of physical isolation, sickness, or age.
What passes as entertainment and news on television today falls far short of its
potential and the dreams it was once supposed to fulfill. The trouble is when people
cannot keep in touch with friends and family it takes a poorly-utilized medium to
mimic human companionship.
Michael Reagan thinks CNN anchors have had the marrow sucked out of their
bones and replaced with styrofoam.
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• Greeks
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Military is just the beginning
Recent debate over allowing gays in the
military brings up other questions concern-
ing the full inclusion of homosexuals. For
example, will there come a day when gays
are freely accepted in the (heck system?
Many of the same sort of morale ques-
tions arise, such as what about the "bath-
room situation" and will those who are
heterosexual still want to join?
There are many writers, artists and
musicians who are homosexual, but soci-
ety does not gather up all of their work and
hide it away. The sexual preference of the
artist is not considered a reason to not view
a masterpiece. Is that because society has
accepted the ability of a gay man to write
a brilliant piece of literature? Why is that
same society unable to accept a gay man
who can fly a fighter plane?
Homosexuals are part of the Greek
community, just as they are part of the
military. They may not have come out
about their sexual preferences because
they are afraid of losing the family they
have gained in their fraternity or sorority.
The question is, is it a true brother or
sisterhood if it cannot accept an individual
for who they are.
There have been cases where a mem-
ber of a sorority or fraternity have told their
chapter they are gay. For the most part,
those members have become inactive and
are no longer directly involved in Greek
activities. Most likely the hiding of the gay
Greek is so the fraternity will not be plagued
with the saying "Can't get a girl, get a guy."
To those Greek organizations who
have had the good sense to realize the
perion you made your sister or brother is
still the same person regardless of their
sexual preferences, good for you. If only
we could all see a person for who they are
and not use color or homosexuality as a
deciding factor of friendship. (JWB)
• Resident Assistants
Room for Improvement
At the semester break many Resident
Assistants left their jobs for a number of
reasons. Some moved off campus, some
graduated, and some left for other reasons.
None have been replaced, and the
severe shortage of RA's on this campus is
making it difficult for students to sleep or
study, and forcing many RA's to perform
more than their fair share of the duties.
Resident Assistants have a great deal
of responsibility assigned to them in turn
for their free room and board. They are on
duty one weekend a month and as many as
three nights a week. RA' s get woken up at
all hours by loud parties they must break
up or students who forget their keys.
Now their duties have grown even
larger in some dorms. It' s just too much for
many, whdare forced to be the disciplinar-
ians for more students than they can handle.
The people who suffer the most by the
RA shortage are the residents of that build-
ing. In some dorms, entire floors do not
have a single RA.
With out an RA there is no one to tell
people to be quiet at 2 a.m., or to stop dorm
damage from occurring. RA's also have
other purposes, such as keeping residents
of their sections informed and planning
social activities for them.
There was money for a year-long RA
position at the beginning of the year, but
now residents have been informed they
will not be getting a new one because there
is not enough money.
It is too much to expect that residents
will be considerate of their neighbors with-
out the pru-sence of a disciplinary figure. It is
also too much to expect that the remaining
RA's and the RD's can handle everything.
The Mail
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Experience the performing arts before
To the Editor:
I was very upset at the Jan. 25th editori-
al on funding which stated that "we could
all come up with better uses of $2 million."
in regard to the performing arts building.
The performing arts—music, theatre, dance
— have minimal facilities. There are no
rehearsal spaces for the theatre students.
The Hauck Green Room, the Alumni Dance
Studio and the Pavillion Theatre are some-
times available depending on scheduling.
But if those spaces are unavailable, where
can they go? Certainly not the Field House.
The dance students have only Lengyl Dance
Studio, but even then you have to sign up ti •
use the space. The music department, lo
cated in Lord Hall, does not have enough
classrooms, group rehearsal space, individ-
ual rehearsal space and instrument storage
space. I could think of no better use for the
$2 million then the construciton of the per-
formaing arts building.
It always seems the performing arts et
shafted in one way or another. When I was
a first-year student in 1989, there was a
dance major. Now there are only a few
classes in dance (which happen to fulfill a
requirement). A whole major was demol-
ished, and why? Well, with people coming
* The Maine Campus
Word usage questionable
To the Editor:
Melissa Adams' Jan. 25 headline,
"UMaine, you ignorant slut" was, I agree, an
eye-catcher, and so was the Jan. 27 editorial
follow-up, "Chill out a little." I especially
apprecieate the latter's placement right be-
low Craig Farnham's homophobic cartoon
(Ha-Ha) and right next to Shannon Judd's
misogynous yet extremely humorous "night-
mare of being refenvi to as a girl."
And tell me, if only one or two Maine
Campus readers objected to Adams' use of
"slut," why was your PC-bashing -Chill out
a little" editorial necessary? Could your "po-
litically incorrects" be cutting your losses
just a wee bit? Ha-Ha?
But really, about Adams' "slut."
I think words like "slut," "bimbo," "bitch,"
and "whore" are designed to control female
sexuality through derogation, marginaliza-
tion and implied threat. It's about power. But
just to be sum, I looked up "slut" in Web-
ster's. slut: A dirty, slovenly woman; a sex-
ually promiscuous woman; a female dog
"Slut" is related to the word "slit," and to thc
idea "ditch." Since "UMaine, you ignorant
female dog" doesn't scan so good, I assume
Adams' intended meaning roughly thus
"UMaine, you ignorant, dirty, slovenly, sex -
ually promiscous woman," or, stretching it,
"UMaine, you stinking, stupid slit." Power
Get it?
Next, why would Melisa Adams want to
control women's sexuality in an editorial about
university funding? I called her on it. She said
she didn't see "anything wrong with it." She
wanted was "an eye-catching headline" and I
could "complain if I wanted to." In other
words, the erotomisogyny was gratuitous.
Well, Melissa Adams, I am complaining
But taking advice as I find it, I complain ever
so (Ha-Ha) lightly.
Craig Sheerin
Student
Send letters to:
The Maine Campus Suite 7A 5743 Lord Hall
Orono, ME. 04469-5743
• Custodians
Morale needs a miracle
To the Editor:
I think that the custodians should have
a bigger budget to work with. Cutting the
janitors should never happen.
I for one am a janitor here at UMaine,
and over the past 23 years, I've worked
here as a janitor. I have seen changes, but
more recently in the last three years I have
seen the janitorial department get cut so
had that the morale has declined, and that
is goin5 to take a miracle to solve.
1, along with many others have seen
our buildings that we maintain, gradually
decline. The last cut we had affected more
janitors, not counting the 30 that are on
the chopping block now. During 1972 to
1982 for instance, a certain building had
three-and-a-half janitors. In 1984 it was
cut to two janitors. Three months ago
these two janitors are doing their same
building and another building. Now we
are looking at more area to come with
these 30 cuts.
We are human, we can only do so much.
Somebody help us. I used to take pride in
the work I do, but how can you take pride
if your work doesn't get done properly the
way you want it? Students deserve better
than what they will be getting. This is their
home for nine months each year.
Jerry Ouelette
Custodian
up with "better uses of $2 million" I can
understand why.
What a lot of people don't realize is that
the actors/actresses, even the technicians,
on television and in the movies have the-
atre degrees or have, at one time in their
life, worked on the stage, whether it was in
elementary school, high school, college,
Broadway, or off-Broadway. Music groups
and dance companies also had to start some-
where. You don't become a great musician,
dancer, or actor/actress overnight.
The hardwork and commitment that the
faculty, staff and students have in these
fields is outstanding They all deserve to
• The Maine Campu
work in the best environments they can, the
performing arts building is just that. When
was the last time you went to a full day of
classes, rehearsed till 11 p.m. or teched a
show and didn't get out until 1 a.m. or 2
a.m. because you had to break down the
set? Or rehearsed everyday of the week of
our spring break, as the University Singers
do every year to do concert tours. Until
everyone has experienced this at least once
in their life then they shouldn't be coming
up with "better uses of $2 million."
Jennifer Mahonen
Theatre/Dance Major
Campus ignites short fuse
To the Editor being asked "What position did you play
on your high school basketball team?"
I must express my outrage over a recent Try to imagine the anger one feels after
editorial in The Maine Campus (lan. 27). being told by a sales person that it is "store
The editorials author, who was only idea- policy" io keep the pants with longer in-
tilled as "DMK," advised his/her readers to seams "out back."
"chill out a little." He went on to say that And finally try to imagine what it feels
using the term vertically challenged, in- like to discover that your friend has hung
stead of the word '-hon. sel..med. "pretty her new bathroom mirror such that you
foolish." So, DMK, this week you chose to find yourself staring at your chest when
attack the vertically challenged, presum- you try to comb your hair.
ably next week you will unleash your ven- These are not isolated incidents. We
om on people of height! As a 6'4" person of people of height must endure these and
height. I will not stand for your overtly other forms of heightism on a daily basis.
heightist attitude! So DMK, shame on you for your height-
Since you have no idea what it means to ist attitude and shame on The Maine Cam-
be vertically challenged. it is safe to as- pus for being duped into allowing you to
surne that you also have no idea what it spread your venom.
means to he a person of height in America People of Height — Unite
today. Well, let me enlighten you.
Try to imagine what it feels like always Hans C Bryant
• Custodians
a walk in L11'shoes
and see the real problems
To the Editor:
In regards to the 30 custodial lay-offs at
the University of Maine, Orono campus, I
highly recommend after being a custodian
of 12 years — or close approaching — I am
incapable of a job magnitude with less work-
ers.
If it were possible I would like to see
someone come to UMaine from your office
for one night and follow one of our fellow
custodians around during his/her shift and
see exactly what they do. These custodians
take pride in their work and hardly get any
recognition for a job well done. If someone
did come and follow one man for one night
they would see how important a custodian
is to this institute.
Custodians are able to pick up on prob-
lems in the buildings and have them fixed
or corrected before they turn into a major
expense. Thus saving money. This is called
"Preventive maintenance."
We need some kind of fund to bring
these custodians back on the job who are
greatly needed not only for the nice clean
and neat campus they give us but also for
picking up on these preventable problems
that occur and can be taken care of before
they turn into a major expense.
I hope there is a way for these budget
cuts and lay-offs to he stopped so our cam-
pus will continue to be one that the students
take pride in being one of many to attend
this institute.
No one wants to attend a dirty, run down
institute. If things keep heading the way
they are now with all the cuts, lay-offs, and
higher tuition fees the students will start to
look for another institute to attend for their
education
Greg Dori.
Custodian 11
ar•
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For Monday, February 1
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Having a sincere appreciation for beauty in all
it's many forms, you can be counted upon to
culturally enrich the lives of those you come
into contact with. Self destructive tendencies
abound for those born on this date, and your
greatest struggle is to identify these weakness-
es in yourself, and then overcome them. Ac-
cept the challenge of making your life match
your dreams.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Friends
provide useful ideas and moral support when
you are confronted with difficult circumganc-
es, but it is your clarity of thought and purpose
that enables you to prevail in the end!
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): Your
boss can be particularly demanding now, but
it's nothing you can't handle. Concern re-
garding the direction of a work project can
be eased by committing your thoughts to
paper.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Problems
that crop up in your personal life may hinder
your concentration and encroach on your work.
These burdensome thoughts are a heavy load
to bear, but you can persevere in the face of
this challenge.
CANCER (June 21- July 22): A reflec-
tive mood leads you to consider serious topics
during this aspect. You may find that research
into a subject that intrigues you yields positive
results, so focus your efforts.
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): You may be-
come engrossed in an important project dur-
ing this thoughtful influence, or you could
address your concerns about a personal prob-
lem that has come to light. Attention to detail
helps you avoid trouble.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): A vanety of
subjects demand your attention, but you must
guard against spreading yourself too thin or
risk accomplishing nothing!
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): A creative
mtluer cc affords you the opportunity to test
your inventiveness. By departing from the
path that others have taken and trusting your
instincts you can find a solution to a nagging
problem.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): It may be
difficult to maintain your objectivity when an
emotional issue crops up, especially when
family is concerned. Do your hest and listen to
what a parent or spouse has to say before
passing judgement.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Prof-
itable opportunities emerge as enhanced com-
munication moves negotiations along quick-
ly.. Research into the subtleties of the situation
enable you to separate the vital facts from
mere speculation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19) A sud-
den expense, such as a car repair, may force
you to review your finances. Address any
budgetary problems you may uncover before
they get out of control and there is no need for
concern.
AQUARIUS (1%n. 20- Feb. 18): An im-
portant cause captures your undivided atten-
tion at the expense of those close to you. Your
single-minded approach reaps benefits in the
long run and you can make it up to whomever
you may have slighted later on.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Things
are not as they seem as .secrets rule the day. A
friend may feel they are doing you a favor Jy
keeping something from vou, when in reality
they are creating an atmosphere of mistrust.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
For Tuesday, February 2
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: An
avid traveler, you're always willing to take
off on a moments notice. You love to im-
merse yourself in exotic cultures when you
travel, and choose locales that are totally
unlike your usual surroundings. With your
love of antiquity and passion for detail, you're
a natural archaeologist or historian!
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): A curi-
ous and unexpected change in how a parent
or other authority figure views you may catch
you off guard, but this realization could be of
tremendous benefit in the long run!
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): Unex-
pected changes in close relations could cause
some odd experiences. One friendly tie could
grow passionate while another turns sour for
no apparent reason.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): An un-
usual spiritual experience can serve as a
source of strength, and the love and affection
of your closest ties provides the inspiration
to set your sights on new goals and higher
aspirations!
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): The sim-
ple pleasures of love and camaraderie come
to the forefront. Enjoy this period of easy
humor among friends and co-workers, and
relish the affection that this influence engen-
ders in romantic ties.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): The pressure
of private concerns races up somewhat, en-
abling you to put personal matters on the
shelf for the time being. You derive a great
deal of pleasure from lending a helping hand
to others.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Creative
energy feeds off of curious impressions dur-
ing this cycle. An unusual twist in your love
life makes for a refreshing change, be will-
ing to indulge your lover and experiment a
bit!
LIBRA (Sept. Z3 - Oct. 22): A disturb-
ing revelation regarding your family could
prove to be an emotional time bomb, but it
also may explain the premonitions you've
been having. Attempt to talk things out with
those involved.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): A bi-
zarre turn of events lends a strange aura to
the day, but from univaml circumstances come
positive changes in your work and love life!
Don't shun any opportunity, no madex how
tanetched it may seem.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21):
Passion may come at you from a surprising
source, leaving you with awkward issues to
resolve. A friend might make more serious
feelings known and it's up to you to decide
how to proceed
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19) Dis-
appointment with the way you feel about
your body could spur you on to a strict diet
and exercise regimen. Just don't overdo it
too early on or you'll never stick with it!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): A sur-
prise visit by friends or relatives could force
you into a last minute change of plans, or you
may decide to scrap everything and take to
the road yourself'. Important personal dis-
covencs are made now.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Regard-
less of how well things are going, you can't
shake the feeling that something strange is
about to happen during this influence. Your
intuition is right on, but don't sit around
waiting for the other shoe to drop
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Appalling
S Diamond slats
o Genies abode
14 Hooded tacket
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Get answers to any threo cloeS
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (75( each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop b) the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships. family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-728-3036.
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• Civil Rights Awareness performer
'raj Mahal comes to UMaine, displays
harmony of cultures through music
By Jesse Lundy
Staff Writer
Hauck Auditorium was filled with the
sounds of singing and applause Thursday
night as Taj Mahal ran through two sets of
his inspirational blues and African Ameri-
can soul music to the sold out crowd. Mahal
appeared as part of Civil Rights Awareness
Month.
Taking the stage at 8:30 p.m., Mahal
alternated between guitar and piano as he
swept the audience through the eight-song
first set of Chicago blues standards and
slave driving gospels. He also paid homage
to his forenumers with songs such as "Stag-
0-Lee," by Mississippi John Hurt, and
"Walkin' Blues" by Robert Johnson.
After a 15 minute intermission Mahal
again took the stage for the second set which
consisted of some of his more famous songs
such as "Fishin' Blues" and "Take A Giant
Step."
The set also included Mahal's reggae
number, "Johnny Too Bad," and an uplift-
ing gospel led by Mahal but sung by the
entire crowd, which numbered near 600.
Backstage after the performance, Mahal
ate his fish dinner and signed autographs for
fans.
Mahal spoke of his parents having made
him aware of the importance of Civil Rights
and cultural harmony.
"If people want respect, they have to
earn it," he said. "Also there is too much
misinformation about the African Ameri-
can culture. People have to understand that
while we are all the same, white and black
cultures are different."
Mahal illustrated his point with the ex-
ample that a white New Englander may
enjoy a lobster dinner while a black South-
erner may prefer a fried chicken dinner.
Taj Mahal's recording career began in
1964 with the release of a single by his band
the Rising Sons. Are-release of their record-
ings is Mahal's most recent release.
Touring with a band and solo through
th: last 30 years Mahal's many records
define the many aspects and styles of Afri-
can American music. Most recently he
played at President Bill Clinton's inaugu-
ration.
The concert was unmarred except when
Mahal was forced to end one song prema-
turely by the confusing, off- time clapping
of one audience member.
"It sounded like that person was listen-
ing to a different song or killing ants," stu-
dent Mike Derosier said.
CITY
(SPORTS
Boston
Comes to UMaine
Champion Sweatshirts $26.99
Hind Running Tights $19.99
Eagle Gym Shorts $11.99
City Sports 100% Cotton T-Shirts $5.00
Tons of shoes and more!
Memorial Union. Lown Room
Monday Feb. 1-Wednesday Feb. 3
10-5 pm each day
'Sponsored by The UMaine Women's Field Hockey Team*1
• Medicine
Family
participates in
limg transplant
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A young wom-
an whose lungs were ravaged by cystic
fibrosis got a second gift of life from her
parents, who donated parts of their lungs in
the first transplant surgery of its kind, doc-
tors said.
I had a patient who would have been
dead within a week. Now I have a patient with
a lot of hope for the future," said Dr. Vaughn
Starnes, who headed the transplant team dur-
ing Friday's surgery at the University of
Southern California's University Hospital.
The operation raises new hope for pa-
tients facing death because donated lungs
from cadavers are scarce, he said.
The patients — Stacy Sewell, 22; her
father, James, 55; and mother Barbara, 49;
all of Quartz Hill — were in critical condi-
tion after the five-hour set of simultaneous
operations performed in three rooms.
The three were "all doing fine,” said
hospital spokeswoman Beverly Strong.
Dr. Richard Barbers, a USC internist and
medical transplant director, said the parents
agreed to the unique operation when no
regular donor could be found.
"They were incredibly courageous to
come forward and help their dying daugh-
ter," he said.
Cystic fibrosis is caused by a genetic
defect that makes the body secrete mucus
that clogs the lungs, leading to repeated
infections and scarring. The disease afflicts
about 30,000 Americans, killing half its
victims by age 30.
Hospital officials said Friday's operation
was the world's first transplant of two lobes
into a single recipient and the first in which
both lobes came from living relatives.
They also said Miss Sewell was the first
cystic fibrosis patient to have only lobes
implanted, rather than full lungs.
The human left lung contains two lobes
and the right lung has three. Both of Miss
eweii lungs were completely removed
arid replaced with her mother's lower right
lobe and her father's lower left lobe.
The parents have enough reserve lung
capacity that "they will not miss the lobes,"
Barbers said.
Despite the fairly close genetic match.
Miss Sewell is being treated with drugs to
prevent rejection of the transplanted lung
tissue. Starnes said.
The disease will not attack Miss Sewell's
new lungs because the genetic disease is
carried only in reproductive cells, not in the
cells in her parents' lung tissue, Stames said.
He estimated she has a 75 percent chance
of surviving one year and a 65 percent
chance of surviving three years.
Lung transplantation is becoming a last-
chance alternative for people with terminal
lung diseases such as cystic fibrosis and
emphysema.
Almost all donated lungs come from
cadavers. About 6,300 such donors are avail-
able annually, but the demand for donated
lungs is at least twice as high, said Lisa
Leonard, the hospital's cardiothoracic trans-
plant program coordinator.
Miss Sewell had been on a waiting list to
receive whole lungs from cadavers but was
not at the top of the list and recently took a
turn for the worse, Barbers said.
From 1987 through 1992, U.S. surgeons
performed 433 double transplants of full
lungs and 976 single-lung transplants, Leo-
ngrd said. There also have been six trans-
plants of one lung lobe.
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Custodian, family, deal with loss of job from page 9
went home to work in the bakery. When he
had left, there was a successful business,
when he came home there was only a run-
down bakery.
Richard and his parents invested in the
business by renovating and adding on a res-
taurant. The business' income went up 300
percent, but in the early 1970s a sugar crisis
knocked many bakers out of business, and the
shortage hurt the Carmichael's business be-
yond financial repair. One bakery had a sign
in the window which expressed how the
shortage affected the bakery business which
said: "100 bags of 100 pounds of sugar = one
Cadillac worth $10,000."
Following the shortage the Quality Bak-
ery filed for bankruptcy. In 1980, both of
Richard's parents died. The loss of the bakery
hit he and his family hard, but he bounced
back by becoming a manager at Dunkin Do-
nuts in Bangor.
The Bangor Dunkin Donuts moved from
the middle rank to number one in store sales
under the helm of Richard Carmichael.
"It was a very well run store. We had 52
varieties of donuts. No other stores do that,"
Richard said. "I even invented some flavors
of donuts. One was a coconut creme, which is
a jelly donut coated and filled with a butter
creme and coconut mixture."
He moved from one Dunkin' Donuts store
to another over the course of nine years,
working anywhere from 40 to 100 hours a
week.
While working at the Old Town Dunkin'
Donuts, Richard took at part-time position as
a university mailcarrier. He delivered mail to
27 different areas on campus, including dorms,
offices and gyms.
"I enjoyed always being on the go, and
meeting different people and saying ` hi' to
them," Richard said. "The campus gets mail
from all over the world; Russia, India, Paki-
stan. It's quite intriguing."
Richard came to the university because he
believed it to be a very good place to work and
still does. While he held the mail room job he
was constantly looking for a full-time univer-
sity job. So, when the opening for a custodian
in FM came out Richard applied. He worked
nights from then, leaving the Old Town
Dunkin Donuts and the mail room.
Only six and a half months later, Richard
and five others, were laid-off. "At that time
lay-offs were unheard oi," he said. "That
started the budget problems that have taken
place since." Instead of laying off those
workers they moved them to the grounds
crew as laborers. Richard worked under
Orman Fowler.
"He's a nice natured guy who was very
punctual on things. He was a perfectionist
type of person," said Fowler about Richaxd.
"His time was just wrong in regard to bump-
ing around."
Richard cleaned and acted more as a
custodian than grounds crew. He said he also
worked on new order forms for some of the
speciality tools.
August 1990 came and Richard finally
got what he wanted—a baker' s job at UMaine.
He began work at Wells Commons, but that
ended after nine months when Wells Com-
mons closed its doors.
"I was bumped back to the grounds shop.
I liked that because it was days instead of
nights," he said.
In June 1991, Richard was laid-off again
as a laborer. He had only held this job for one
month. UMai ne' s policy for hiring and firing
was 'last one hired, first to go." Richard
assumed he would be bumped into a custodi-
al job, but because he had his last job classi-
fication for only a month, no one in the
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
a;
,
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam Every year Arm}
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds of
talented students If you qualify
these ment-based scholarships car,
help you pay tuition and educations
tees he, .sir.pay a ta r. text-
books and supplies You can also receive
srt allowance of up to $1000 each
.chool year the scholarship is in
.tffect Find out today if you qualify.
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST rOLLEGE
COLTRST YOt C k*4 TAKE.
Contact Captain Greg Leintbach in
the Memorial Gym or call 581-1126.
custodial field could be bumped. In order fol.
him to bump he would have to knock out
someone who had been hired after he was
hired for his last job. UMaine was not taking
into consideration the other three full-time
jobs he had on campus. Richard filed a griev-
ance against the university.
His contract read he could be bumped into
a job previously held, but it only went on the
last job classification that ail employee had
held. They did not take in to consideration the
seniority an employee had.
Richard explained through an example
why he felt the interpretation by the universi-
ty of the contract was wrong. A man worked
as a laborer for four years, and was just
promoted to a truck driver. He worked there
for six months, got laid-off, and could not
bump back into the position of laborer be-
cause no one was hired after he moved to
truck driver.
All seven campuses and the Union agreed
this was not the way the contract should be
interpreted, and they agreed the contract real-
ly said, "Layoffs on job classification, bumps
are by campus seniority," Richard said.
After Richard won his case he was reclas-
sified as a custodian and recalled to work at
Knox Hall.
.-41•111•11MP 
"The kids all appreciated the work I did,"
said Richard about the Knox residents. "They
got a going away card for me when I left."
In April 1992, Richard moved again to
help "team-clean" Hart and Hancock Halls.
They worked out of buckets in which they
carried their supplies, papers and trash.
Richard's :caving is not only affecting the
students, but it is putting a strain on the two
remaining custodians in Hancock.
"We're in the dark a lot," said Mark
Dalton, custodian. "We just know that were
too busy." Custodians are now joking: "Who
do you feel sorry for: the ones who are getting
laid-off or the ones who are staying?"
"I was considered the best donut maker in
Maine." Richard said. "As long as my wife
and! know, that's all that matters as far as my
pride goes." Richard and his wife agreed they
wouldn't open their own bakery.
Richard's final job at UMaine was the
third floor in Hancock Hall. In the broom
closet there are still motorcycle magazines
and pictures of Richard and his Honda Gold-
wing SE 1500 motorcycle. He told everyone
he saw that he would be leaving because he
was being laid-off. Richard has moved on to
his new career at Walmart, but he did give
UMaine a chance.
GIS'S DRIVING
SCHOOL
If you have a Maine Drivers Permit and would like further driver's
Instruction, a pre-road test or use of a vehicle for a road test call and leave a
message. We now offer The Maine Motorcycle Safety Educatien Course!
Call 862-6700.
**Winter Tune-up Special**
$19.99
+Only at Rose Bike
Only with this Coupon
This Tune-up includes; Adjusted derailleurs,
brakes and bearings: True wheels; and a
cleaning of the drive train and frame.
LCoupon Expires 2/28/93
V(
Rose Bike
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
$24,000 Maine Graduate
Fellowship Available
College Seniors who are interested in becoming a high school teacher of
American history, American government, or social studies may apply.
We pay tuition, fees, books, room and board.
For applications call:
The James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation
toll free 1-800-525-6928.
Completed application deadline is March 26, 1993.
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Campaign for Maine from page 3
in the Greater Bangor area. The university
contributes to the economic well being of
this particular state in many many ways,"
said Leonard Minsky, former president of
Superior Paper Products, president of the
Action Committee of Fifty Inc., and co-
chairman of the corporate division of the
Greater Bangor Campaign.
"First and foremost, and the most obvi-
ous of course, would be the large payroll that
the university puts into this particular area.
The bent .ts of research and development in
attractin and holding technically oriented
industr very well demonstrated.. and the
ability of the city of Bangor, for example, to
be a candidate for the defense department's
accounting system office is a perfect exam-
ple of the ability of this area to attract that
type of industry," Minsky said.
Robett Brandow, president ofEastem Maine
Medical Center and Eastern Maine Health Care,
is the head of the performing arts division.
"We have the opportunity now to sup-
port something here that truly boosts our
area, it boosts our community not just eco-
nomically but in enriching the quality of our
minds.. We have a university that has it all,
a school of art, school of music, school of
theater and a school of dance, he said.
The Campaign for Maine expresses the
change in needs because of the economy but
still wish to continue and improve the qual-
ity of higher education in Maine.
"On a national basis institutions of high-
er education increasingly must reach for
private resources to make the critical differ-
ence in their institution. The state of Maine
cannot afford to compromise the future of its
citizens in a highly knowledge driven and
information oriented age," Hutchinson said.
In the Campaign for Maine, $42 million
of the $54.5 million goal has been raised by
alumni, friends, businesses, and corpora-
tions in this state and nationwide. Over $1
million was recently raised by faculty.
Opportunity was greatly expressed by all
three of the speakers at this event and each
had their own opinions of how the Campaign
for Maine would help the community.
"This is an opportunity to place our edu-
cation as a top priority to the future of this
state," Hutchinson said.
Other leaders of the Campaign for Maine
include Ralph Leonard of Old Town, Wilma
Bradford of Bangor, and Malcolm Jones of
Bangor.
Financial aid forms from page 3
sent to these students by mail, she said.
"If I ',tick something in the mail today I
can't gulrantee that it won't get there until
the end of next week, when in fact a student
can come in and pick one up and get it going
a whole lot quicker than that," Crawford
said.
She said those students living in resi-
dence halls will, however, receive forms in
their mailboxes sometime this week.
When students open their financial aid
packages, she said, they will be in for anoth-
er surprise. This year there are two separate
forms—one federal form free of a process-
ing charge and one state form which in-
clucks a processing charge.
Crawford said the purpose of separating
the forms was to nake federal funds avail-
*le to students without forcing students to
pay a processing fee.
In addition to physical changes in the
forms, she said there will are also many
changes in policies and requirements.
"For 1993-94, 100 percent of the popula-
tion is eligible for some type of financial
aid," Crawford said.
The Stafford Loan, she said, which has
in the past been allocated according to finan-
cial need, will now be unsubsidized and
available to anyone.
Also in the past, students were required
to earn a minimutt contribution of at least
$900 toward their tuition in order to receive
any federal money. However, she said, now
no minimum contribution is necessary.
"If a student is living in a part of the state
where in fact there's no way under the sun
they can get a job than there's not going to be
an imposed minimum contribution. Howev-
er, we hope that students are still going to
work and earn, and the expectation is still
there but it's not going to be federally man-
Serving the Fraternity and Sorority Community
We specialize in custom lettering on:
Champion, Russell, Umbro, Lee, Hanes, Gays, Le Coq Sportif, The Game,
Lacrosse shorts, CCM Hockey home & away uniforms, practice jerseys, football
& baseball uniforms, jeans, sweatshirts, t-shirts, tank tops, shorts, jackets, mesh
jerseys, reverse basketball jerseys, sweatpants, longsleeve t-shirts, corduroy &
cotton hats, tie-dye sweatshirts & t-shirts.
Over 100 colors & patterns to choose from...
Custom screen printing-guaranteed lowest price
Disc Jockey, Video DJ, Video Screens, Bands, Light & Laser shows, Video
taping for formals or parties...
Over 1000 Greek novelty items (including)
Official Balfour Jewelry
Basketball hoops
Picture frames
Bumper stickers
Trophies
Glassware
Coffee mugs
Shot glasses
Tumblers
Note pads
Pens
Pencils
Decals
Buttons
Paddles
Rags
Key chains
License pale holders
Custom school license plates
K XFNTF;i\
...and much more!
Chapter guards
Can coolers
Rush items
Party cups
Gavels
Lavaliers
Rings
Watches
Clocks
Patches
Ribbons
Socks
Pitchers
Mugs
Plaques
Shoe laces
Stationery
Photo albums
Stuffed animals
Greek Central will be here Tues. February 2nd
in the Union outside the Bears Den from 10-5.
dated," Crawford said.
Another major change according to
Crawford is in the federal criteria for who
is considered as an independent. She said
this is an important determinant because
the governniient assumes that it is first and
foremost the families responsibility in
paying for higher education, not the gov-
ernment' s.
"We have many students out there who
met the criteria as being independent for the
current school year who will not meet it next
year," she said.
Over the past few weeks, Crawford said
"tons" of students have been coming to the
Student Aid Office and inquiring about the
forms as well as about the fastly approach-
ing March 1 deadline.
One of these students is sophomore busi-
ness major Michelle Grenier.
"I think it's terrible, we only have a
month to do it and now we're already be-
hind," she said.
Carrie Cox, a first-year business major,
not only has next year to think about but is
still in limbo about her aid for the current
year.
"I'm still waiting to see if I'm going to
get my financial aid for this semester," Cox
said.
Despite the delay in getting the forms to
students, Crawford said there are no plans to
extend the deadline.
"At this point in time we're not going to
change the deadline and the reason for that
is that when we go back and look to see when
our population files their financial aid forms
the bulk of them don't even file until into
February. Even though we send you the
application before Christmas, nobody wor-
ries about it until February so we think that
there is still going to be plenty of time to get
these applications in to meet the deadline,"
she said.
On the average, she said. at least 75
percent of the forms are on time and there
may be more late this year inparticular sim-
ply because there will be many more appli-
cants in all.
She said those students who meet the
deadline will be given first priority to funds
and those turning in late forms will receiN e
any aid remaining.
For students with questions or concerns
about the new financial aid forms or policies
there will be several information sessions
given by members of Student Aid.
"The purpose of the sessions will be to
discuss the whole financial aid process, to
help students figure out how to fill out the
forms and to answer any of their questions
because there are some changes next year,"
she said.
Crawford said the jury is still out to see
how successful some of the federally man-
dated changes will become, but she is opti-
mistic about the increase in availability of
financial aid.
"Now there's a real reason for every-
body to apply." Crawford said
CANCUN Nassau, Paradise Island
Spring Break Vacation
331. From $299cn
Organlz• a small group for free trip3:0 Call 1
 (800) GET-SUN-1 
Paradise Island BAHAMAS w I
unnch
"Where looking and feeling sour best is our business"
EAST (formerly SUNTONE) WFST 499 liamond St., Bangor
Maine Square Mall, Bangor 947-5677
942-9212
For year 'round tanning, inquire about our membership.
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portsNevvs • UMaine hockey continues to roll, sweeps UNH• Finn Column—men's hoop team still struggling
• Dallas wins Super Bowl
UMaine women's ice
hockey pummels MIT
Ex-UMaine star Bordick
to appear on Sportstalk
Seles wins third straight
Australian Open
losing**
goasslie
a 4-6,64.
fteiteif
thfildng with 1
Oilers' name Buddy Ryan
defensive coordinator
HOUSTON (AP) — Buddy Ryan,
the -former Philadelphia Eagles coach,
signed a two-year contract as the Houston
Oilers' defensive coordinator.
Oilers owner Bud Adams fired de-
fensive coordinator Jim Eddy and sec-
ridary ach rat Tftotaas ag
team's 41-38 loss to Buffalo in a wild-
card playoff game Jan. 2. Eddy's de-
fense got much 01 the blame for allow-
ing the Bills to rally from a 35-3 third-
quarter deficit.
O's Devereaux
inks new deal
NEW YORK (AP)--OutfielderMike
Devereaux got a $2 million raise when he
agreed with Baltimore on a one-year con-
tract worth $3,025,000.
Devereaux, who drove in 107 runs
bst season, was one of seven players in
arbitration to settle, leaving 81.
Andre the Giant dead of
heart attack
PARIS (AP) — Professional v,..ne
ding legend Andre Rene Roussimolf.
known to fans as " Andre the Giant,' died
of an apparent heart attack.
The 7- foot-4.520-pound wrestler went
to France two weeks ag2 to attend his
father's funeral. He visited his family on
Wednesday, then returned to his hotel
morn where he died, said longtime friend
Frenchie Bernard.
• UMaine's Men's basketball
Lee's last-second bank shot buries UMaine
By Chris Castellano
Sports Writer
Omar Lee's off-bal-
ance bank shot with five
seconds remaining lifted
the visiting Northeastern
University Huskies to a 72-
70 victory over the Uni-
versity of Maine.
Shortly after guard Deonte Hursey hit
two pressure free throws with nine seconds
left to tie the score at 70, Lee received the
inbounds pass, dribbled to the right of the
free throw line and shot a leaner that found
the bottom of the net with three ticks re-
maining on the clock.
"Initially we wanted Casey (Arena) to
pressure him and make it difficult to dribble
up the court," Black Bear coach Rudy Keel-
ing said.
"He just didn't get over there in time.
UMaine senior center Dan Hillman helped the Black Bears get out to an early lead
Saturday versus Northeastern with nine first-half points. (Lachowski photo.)
• UMaine Hockey
Ingraham sparks UMaine to sweep
By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer
DURHAM. N H.-- -
The sign in the University
of Maine lockerroom read:
Poise. Positive Attitude,
and Patience.
Using all three over the
course of the weekend, the Black Bear hock-
ey team finished off a two-game sweep of
the UNH Wildcats Saturday night with an 8-
3 thrashing before 3,530 rabid 'Cat follow-
ers.
Junior Cal Ingraham scored four goals to
pace UMaine, who remain unbeaten at 26-
0-2 overall, 13-0-1 in Hockey East. Defen-
seman Chris Imes added a pair of goals
while Michel Latendresse picked up anoth-
er to go with three assists as UNH fell to 12-
11-2, 7-7-1 in HE.
"It was a good team win," Black Bear
Coach Shawn Walsh said. "I really liked the
way we kept our focus, especially in this
tough environment. The hest thing to come
out of this weekend was our poise. We had
steely eyes.. we stayed focused through ev-
erything."
The win was the third of the season over
UNH and 13th in the last 14 games over the
Wildcats (13-0-1).
UMaine broke things open in the second
period Saturday night, scoring five times in
a span of 6:42 to take hold of a 6-1 advan-
tage. Tied at i-1. Patrice Tardif gave the
Black Bears the lead for good, poking home
a rebound of a Latendresse shot at 12:36.
Latendresse, Chris Imes and Ingraham (2)
See HOCKEY on page 19
You just have to give the kid credit, he made
a great shot."
'Maine came out aggressive early on in
the first half, building an early nine point
advantage 20-11 , after back-up center Dan
Hillman hit a lay-up with just over 11 nnn-
utes remaining in the half.
The Huskies ditn't let up, though, and
cut the lead to two points with 2:36 remain-
ing when junior guard Ben Harlee connect-
ed on two free throws.
The Black Bears would manage just two
points in the final 2:19 on free throws by
Arena and Ed Jones, and eventually surren-
dered the lead (37-36) when Harlee hit two
free throws with no time remaining to end
the half.
"We came out really flat and lethargic
and it took a quick time out by us to start
getting into the game," Northeastern coach
Karl Fogel said.
Despite shooting at just a 34 percent clip
in the half, the Huskies enjoyed a five point
advantage from the free throw stripe by
connecting on 13 of its 16 opportunities.
The second half on the other hand was a
one of spurts. A key came when NU broke
51-51 tie by scoring seven unanswered
points. The stretch was capped off by a Lee
lay-up with 9:38 remaining.
UMaine countered with a spurt of their
own, outscoring the Huskies by a 15.9 mar-
gin with just over three minutes remaining
in the game.
The Black Bears were paced by first year
standout Arena, who chipped in with eight
points in the comeback, including two three-
point bombs, and junior center Francois
Bouchard, who despite being scoreless in
the first half, came up big in the second
widi 1 1 points.
Appropriately, it was a Bouchard duck
in lay-up with 1:53 remaining that knotted
the score at 68 a piece and set the stage few
Lee's heroics.
"We talked during the time-out about
what we were going to do and figured that
because our first play involving Harlee
See BASKETBALL on page 20
• Column
Keeling's troops
must get it
together soon
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Coming into the 1992-
93 season, hopes for the
University of Maine men's
basketball team were at an
all-time high.
Following year after year of mediocrity.
it seemed fifth-year Coach Rudy Keeling's
tireless recruiting had finally wrought starv-
ing UMaine hoop fans a successful harvest.
A strong incoming class coupled with
the fact that Keeling's squad was returning
all but two lettermen from last year's rea-
See FINN COLUMN on page 19
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• UMaine Women's Basketball
Briggs scores 1,000th career point
Senior tri-captain
Heather Briggs scored the
1,000th point of her career
Saturday, but it wasn't
enough to secure the Uni-
versity of Maine women's
basketball team's fourth victory of the sea-
son.
The Black Bean lost to Northeastern Uni-
versity, 45-43. The Huskies shut the Black
Bears down in the final 2:32 of the contest,
allowing only Briggs' 1,001st point and a
bucket by Stacia Rustad in tht final three
minutes.
Briggs began the game with 987 career
points, and added 14 in the contest. She led
the Black Bears in scoring, rebounding (nine)
and assists (three) in the game. UMaine had
only four assists as a team in the entire game.
The Black Bears led 20-16 at halftime
behind a strong defensive effort. They held
Northeastern to 24 percent shooting (6-for-
25) in the half, while shooting 38 percent (8-
for-21) on their own end.
Northeastern rallied in the second half,
outscoring the Black Bears by a 29-23 mar-
gin. Northeastern Kanisha Artis and Canine
Jones split 24 points evenly for the Huskies.
UMaine falls to 3-13 on the season, 2-3 in
the North Atlantic Conference.
Black Bear Notes: Briggs is the Feventh
player in UMaine women's basketball histo-
ry to surpass the 1,000 point mark. Others
include: Rachel Bouchard (2,468 points);
Liz Coffin (2,153 points); Emily Ellis (1,625
points); Laurie Gott (1,393 points); Tracey
Frenette (1,194 points); and Lisa Cormier
(1,052 points).
1
1UMaine guard Erin Grealy releases a jumper early this season. (Lachowski photo.)
• Super Bowl
Dallas hammers
Buffalo, 52-17
By Dave Goldberg
AP Football Writer
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — It was
quicker than anyone could imagine.
Three seasons ago, the Dallas Cowboys
were the worst team in NFL history Now
they 're Super Bowl champions and they did
it with four of the quickest touchdowns ever
That left the Buffalo Bills as the first
team to lose three straight Super Bowls and
the NFC' s supermacy intact — nine straight
NFL titles, seven in overwhelming fashion,
this time 52-17.
With MVP Troy Aikman throwing for
four touchdowns and Charles Haley and
Ken Norton leading a defense that forced a
record nine turnovers, the Cowboys, the
youngest team in the NFL, scored two touch-
downs 15 seconds apart in the first period of
Sunday's Super Bowl and two more 18
seconds apart in the second.
That made Buffalo only the second team
ever to make it to three straight Super Bowls,
the first team ever to lose three straight.
Two of Aiman's TD passes went to
Michael Irvin and one each to Jay Novacek
and Alvin Harper as the NFU East won the
Super Bowl for the third straight year, a
record. The three winners were different —
Dallas, Washington and the New York Gi-
ants — but the victim each time was the
Bills.
There was another first — Jimmy John-
See SUPER BOWL on page 20
The Maine pi—
B tCampus
Reprints
NEW POLICIES
Beginning Jan. 1, 1993 The Maine Campus will
only reprint, for sale, photographs which have
previously appeared in The Campus.
To order a reprint of a photo which has appeared in
The Campus please come to the basement of Lord
Hall and fill out a reprint order form.
Be sure to include the size of the reprint you would
like as well as when and what page the photo
appeared. A copy of the original page the photo
was on may speed up processing
of your order.
Prices for reprints are the same as last semester:
4x5 - $5.00
5x7 - $7.50
8x10 - $10
Call 581-3059 or visit The Campus for more
information.
ebruary 1, 1993
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Finn column
from page 17
sonably successful 17-1.5 entry seemed to
ensure an even better year in '93. Notice that
one of the departed veterans, shooting guard
Derrick Hodge, missed half of the season
with grade problems and wasn't much of a
factor, and images of an NAC powerhouse
begin dancing in many Black Bear fans'
heads.
Many publications and prognosticators
jumped on the bandwagon and listed the
Black Bears as one of the top two teams in
the North Atlantic Conference. Inside Sports
did a full spread on the supposed program on
the rise, and the sweet scent of a potential
NCAA Tournament bid filled the air.
But so far this season, the only thing
Black Bear hoop fans smell in the air is the
stink of the Old Town paper mill. The Black
Bears are off to an 8-8 start, including a 3-3
mark in NAC play. It's not a bad record by
any means, but just another dose of the
mediocrity that longtime UMaine hoop fans
are so used pa.
-The squads early failures seem to stem
from a lot of different things.
A couple of players who were being
counted on to play key roles this season
sometimes tend to look like they would
rather be someplace else.
The half-court offense's success rate is,
at best, sporadic, which causes the team to
go for stretches without getting a decent
shot, let alone scoring.
And, perhaps most importantly, some
players appear to be unsure of their roles.
Note 6'7" forward Fritz Marseille, a hard-
working bringer, taking (and bricking) a ree-pointer with the score tied late in Saturday'stough two
-point loss to Northeastern.
It was gutsy of the senior to want to take
the clutch shot, hut ill-advised when you
realize he had °lily taken two (and missed
them both) all season.
Meanwhile, the Black Bear players seem
to have taken their positive preseason press
clippings to heart.linfortunately, only a few
players are doing anything to make them
come true.
Junior point guard Deonte Hursey has
taken over the vacant leadership shoes leftby the departed Marty Higgins, and he has
filled them admirably with his heady floor
play and nose-to-the
-grindstone defense.
Hursey's backcourt partner, first-year
sharpshooter Casey Arena, has made the
adjustment to the Division I level with rela-
tive ease (albeit a few growing pains, such as
a six-point, six turnover game versus Dela-
ware).
With his slick dribbling and array of
acrobatic shots that somehow find their way
into the hoop, Arena looks like he may be the
one of the most exciting guards in the NAC
over the next four years.
Other Black Bears also have performed
well in limited roles.
Junior Ed Jones blocks shots, plays de-
fense and causes havoc on the offensive
boards. He does his job, nothing more, noth-
ing less.
Hockey sweeps UNH from page 17
would all score before the period was through
and the rout was on.
Ingraham had opened the scoring earlier
in the period when he struck on the power
play at 1:48. The nations leading goal-
scorer took a patented Paul Kariya (2 as-
sists) pass at the doorstep and stuffed it into
an open net past 'Cats goalie Brett Abel.
"We knew they liked to do (position
Ingraham at the post)," UNH Coach Dick
Umile said. "They're good for it at least
once a game. For some reason our guys just
didn't stay with their assignments and In-
graham was all alone."
Kevin Thomson tied the game 3:19 later
for UNH, beating Garth Snow (29 saves-
11
-0-1) with a blast from the face-off circle
just over the netminder's left shoulder
"I think the goal that made it 3-1 (Ingra-
ham's second of the night) was the turning
point," Umile said. "With the two goal lead
they just opened it up They brought their
defensemen up and had four or five guys in
the offensive zone. We didn't stay tight on
them and they took advantage of it."
lngraharn's fourth goal came shorthand-
ed at 602 of the third period. The 5-foot -4
Georgetown, Mass native intercepted a Jim
McGrath pass at the UMaine blue-line and
broke in alone against Abel, beating the INN
senior low to the glow-side along the ix.
"I don't know who it was that passed it,
but I saw the guy it was going to (defense-
man Kent Schmidtke) shut down so the
passer had no one else to go to. I just stepped
in an went," Ingraham said.
Jason Dexter and Glenn Stewart each
scored for the Wildcats mid-way through
the final period but Imes put the exclamation
point on the night, scoring his seventh of the
year with an assist to Latendresse.
But once again. Ingraham was the man
with the magic touch. Now with 33 goals on
the season and 19 of those coming on the
Power play, the mighty-mite is within six
goals of tying the UMaine record for goals
in a season (39 by Jean-Yves Roy in 1989-
90) and needs just two more man-advantage
markers to pass Roy's record of 20 set in
'90-91.
Friday night, the Black Bears opened the
series with a steady 5-2 win behind a pair of
goals from Tardif. Mike Dunham made 22
saves to extend his personal unbeaten streak
to 22 games as UMaine scored the last three
goals of the game to post the win.
After Tardiff and Chris Ferraro gave the
Black Bears a 2-0 lead after one period,
Wildcats Thomson and Eric Flinton evened
the score in the first 8:20 of the second.
With the sell-out crowd in a frenzy,
UMaine kept its poise and got the go-ahead
and subsequently the game-winner at the
1 :31 mark when Tardif poked home a
rebound of a Latenciresse shot. With Eric
Fenton causing havoc in front of the Abel,
Tardif found the net upstairs for a 3-2 lead.
What turned out to he the ultimate back-
breaker for Wildcat fans was the fourth
UMaine goal which went in off Schmadtke.
Lee Saunders teed one up from the point
which Abel turned aside. However, the stick
save bounced back behind Abel after hitting
the sophomore blue-liner at the left post for
a 1 2 Black Bear advantage. Game, set, and
match, thank you very much.
"That fourth goal was the critical goal."
Umile said. "We were working our tails off.
Abel makes the save and it just deflected in
off Schmidtke. It was frusti sting, but it was
no one's fault."
Kariya made it 5-2 at 10:19 when he beat
Abel with a clapper from the slot. The
rookie from N Vancouver. B.C. thus kept
the alive a streak which has seen him score
at least a point in every game he's appeared
and gives the nation's leading scorer 17-46-
63 numbers in 22 games.
"Our defense doesn't get the credit it
deserves," Walsh said following the win.
"We did a good job protecting the front of the
net Our workers and grinders really shined"
Senior big man Dan Hillman has risen
from an inconsistent and injury-plagued past
to become a dangerous low-post threat. And
walk-on Jeff St. Laurent looks like he can
play solid ball at the small forward slot.
But other Black Bears, such as junior
forward Francois Bouchard and junior guard
Kevin Terrell, haven't played up to expecta-
tions. While Bouchard has been solid, he
hasn't been the go-to guy that his talent
indicates he should be. He needs to let his
teammates know he is the man, command
the ball, and begin backing up that on-the-
court strut he is so famous for.
TenrII, meanwhile, has struggled with
both his shot and his confidence since a very
successful first season. He has the potential
to be a crucial third cog in the Arena-Hursey
backcourt machine, hut needs to have more
faith in his picture-perfect lefty jumper.
Strangely, the Black Bears look suited
for a high-octane running attack, but instead
prefer to mull around in an ineffective half-
court set.
Watch the UMaine beating a gifted North-
eastern squad at their own game Saturday in
running-and-gunning their way to a nine
point first half lead Watch the Black Bears
slow up their attack and blow that lead.
Watch the Black Bears lose. That seems to
be the self-abusive pattern that forms in
many of their games.
And look at the UMaine bench. Mar-
seille, an acrobat with the shooting touch of
a mason, would flourish in an open-court
game. So would Jones and perhaps Terrell.
Arena and Hursey are both creative ballhan-
dlers cursed with an unpredictable jump
shot; in other words, the perfect guards for
an up-tempo attack. Maybe a newcomer like
Terry Hunt or Chris Collins, or old hand like
Rossie Kearson could find his niche in the
running attack. And even if it wasn't so
successful, it would liven things up in Al-
fond, i.e., the Arena of the Living Dead.
But it won't happen. Coaches coach what
they know best, and Keeling is no exception.
He is a half-court coach, willing to run only
in certain situations. Surely he is comfort-
able with his walk-it-up motion offense,
even if it doesn't suit the high-caliber ath-
letes he recruits.
Maybe the Black Bears will turn it around
this season. A big win or two will put them
right hack in the hunt for a top seed in the
league tournament and a shot at fulfilling all
of those preseason clippings.
But the season. is half over now, and the
Black Bears have shown few signs of any
change. Time is running out, and the Black
Bears are walking the ball up the court.
Chad Finn is a senior journalism major
from Bath. ME who won't be answering his
phone for a few days.
Witness what has been proclaimed as the greatest
demonstration of Levitatios ever presented!
Maine Center for the Arts
Thursday, February 11, 1993 at 7:00 pm
Tickers available at MCA Bo \ (Vice or call 58 I 1 -55
students S6.00, non tudents SI0.00
Ton (:ampus (21rict and the Inn-
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Dallas wins Super Bowl
from page 18
son became the first coach ever to win both
a national college title and a Super Bowl justthree years after he began his pro coaching
career with a 1-15 record. For Dallas, it wastheir third Super Bowl victory, but the firstin 15 yens.
The Cowboys won on both sides of theball. Emmitt Smith, the NFL's leading rush-
er, ran for 108 yards on 22 carries andAikman completed 22 of 30 passes for 273yards without an interception.
After spotting the Bills an early 7-0 lead
on a TD set up by a blocked punt, theCowboys turned on the defense, getting five
of the turnovers in the first half.
James Washington's interception against
Jim Kelly set up a 23-yard TD pass to
Novacek. Fifteen seconds later, Haley
knocked the ball loose from Kelly at the goal
line to defensive tackle Jimmie Jones, who
took two steps into the end zone for the score
that put the Cowboys ahead for good.
Norton and Vinson Smith sparked a goal-line stand that stopped the Cowboys on three
shots inside the Dallas I -- the last on an il I-
conceived fourth-down pass from the six-inch line. Dallas defensive coordinator DaveWannstedt -
 whose prowess helped earn
him the head coaching job in Chicago next
season -
 had a nickel defense in on the play
and Thomas Everett intercepted Kelly's
desperation pass in the end zone.
Everett had a second interception in the
fourth quarter that set up a 10-yard 113 run
by Smith. Then Norton scored -
 taking in
a fumble from 9 yards out after it bounced
into his arms following a high snap.
That first interception was typical for
Buffalo.
With and without Kelly, who reinjured
his right knee with 6:52 left in the first half,
it couldn't produce when it had to.
Men lose from page 17
worked, we would cross theni up anduse Lee this time," Fogel said.
"ENeryb3dy knew what they weregoing to do, and it was just a matter ofeveryone getting out of the way for1.--e," he added.
The loss drops UMaine's record to8-8 overall (3-3 in North Atlantic Con-ference play), and are scheduled to
resume their NAC schedule at the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire on Feb. 6
Maine Campus c assifieds Stop by.the basement of Lordflail for your classified ad.
Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries-Earn $600+/week in can-
neries or $4,000+/month on fishing
boats. Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male
or Female. For employment program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5067
Babysitter wanted in Hampden
Tues. 12-2, Wed. 10-12, Fri. 12-2.
For 1 yr. old & 3 1/2 yr. old. Call 862-
6930.
Summer Jobs With Upward Bound
& Upward Bound Regional Math-
Science Center
Work with high school students on
the UMaine campus. We need Lan-
guage Arts teachers, Math, Career
Information & Development teacher,
Computer Science teachers, Work-
shop Coordinator, Work Experience
Coordinators, Camping Trip-Coordi-
nators, Biology/Life Science, Chem-
istry, Tutor Counselors, Physics,
Nurse, Counselor in Residence, Resi-
dential Life Counselors and others.
Summer work-study especially help-
ful. Excellent professional experience.
Room and board available for some
positions. Details/application: Up-
ward bound & UB Regional Math-
Science Center; 316 Chadbourne Hall;
UMaine; 581-2522.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn
2,000+/month + world travel (Ha-
waii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Holiday, Summer and Career em-
ployment available. No experience
necessary For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5067.
Wanted: Tutor for high school day,
2hours, day, 3days/week, $4/HOUR
Call 941-2094.
Roommate needed-own room, 10
min. ori\ e tram UM $180/mo. in-
cludes all. Call Karl or Anna at 827-6744
M. roommate to share 2 bdrm
mobile home $155 + 1/2 util. 827-
0528
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers, hemming, etc. Will
pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 827-
5115.
Special note: There will be another
salmon sausage taste test 2/12. If
interested, sign up Thurs. 2/4 in the
Union 11-3.
Spring break get in shape with step
aerobics. The solution to your reso-
lution. Catching Rays 827-2456. 15/
month.
Car stereos, alarms, phones, re-
mote starters sold and installed. Sony,
Pioneer, Pyle. Soundshapers 942-
7688.
A Rave Called Blue-Sat. Feb. 13
Providence, RI $40 includes bus,
breakfast, & RAVE. Call Greg 945-
3108.
"All That Glitters" Semi-Formal
charity ball. Hosted by Circle K. Feb.
6, 1993 in Damn Yankee 8-12 p.m.
Cash bar. Tickets sold in Union this
week & next-$6.00 per person.
Get your amateur radio license.
No morse code req. Free class 7p.m.
mondays 152 Barrows. Call 581-
7748
Garners guild meeting in Memorial
Union Sutton Lounge. Fri 2/5 at 5p.m.
For info call Marc 1-6594.
Wanted: One kitten in need of a
loving home. Call anytime 827-
7859.
Spoonstyle is now accepting sub-
missions. Drop off short stories, po-
ems, drawings, or photos at the En-
glish or Art office Deadline for first
issue is Feb. 1st.
wrir,lemommerw-• 
.•apartrrt8tits
Heated 1&2 bedroom Apts. Lo-
cated walking distance to UM. Tel.
866-2816.
Rooms, furnished, quiet place within
two minute walk to University. 866-
281601 866-7888.
Park Place Apartments. 2 BR-$500
month + util. 1 BR efficiency-4200/
MA. + util. For info 947-1678.
Large 2 BR Apt. in Orono. Close to
campus, 2-4 people, heat included.
Available immediately. Call 866-
2392.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts.
2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, kitchen,
dining area, living room, on-site laun-
dry. Heat; water, sewer included.
Private. Only 9 mi., 15 min. from UM
Bradley. $575-650/mo. sec. dep. 1
yr. lease. Call 866-7798.
Stillwater-83 Spring St. 5 BR 2
bath townhouse $800/mo. Heated.
Apply now! P.I. Reality Management942-4815
vacations
SPRING BREAK '93 BLOWOUT
SALE! Lowest prices, best trips-
100°/0 guaranteed! Cancun,Jamaica,
& Florida packages still available from
Ames Ild'S student travel leader. Travel
free-organize a small group. Call
STS at (800)648-4849.
Spring Break: Cancun, Nassau from$299 Organize a small group for
FREE trip Call 1 (800) GET-SUN-1.
Spring Break '93- Cancun, Baha-
mas, Jamaica from only $399!
Daytona from $149! Organize a small
group and travel FREE! Call Now!
New England's Largest Spring
Break Company! Take a Break Va-
cations 800-328-SAVE.
sa e
1980 Ford Fiesta, $400. Newly in-
spected. Call 866-5976.
'85 Nissan Kingcab 4x4 5
--Sp. New
radtat. & muff. Runs great. Asking$1800/8 0. Call Chris 581-6913.
Coffee maker, new cond. $15 neg.Computer games
-Civilization andShadow President $25 ea. 866-5733.UMaine NARAL will be selling
"choice" T-shirts this week in theUnion, $10.00.
Rossignol 4G Kevlar skis, 203 cm.Excellent condition. $130/13 0 866-713. Leave message.
Amiga and Commodore systems
for saie or trade for bass guitar,
drums or stereo equipment. Call
x7266.
Computer games/Civilization-The
Ultimate "God' Game, Shadow Presi-
dent-Control the World! Original
disks, manuals and 'boxes $25 ea.
866-5733.
Designer wedding dress + veil,
satin + beads worn once, heirioomed
Perfect cond., size 6-$450 or B.O.
862-6647 Suzy.
Lost: Thurs. 1/21, gold chain w/1/2
circle pendant. Extreme sentimental
value! Reward offered. Call x8100.
Lost: Fotran book at Stewart Com-
mons Thurs. Jan. 28. Call x7272 iffnind
Found: A pair of silver, wire-rimmed
glasses at the computer cluster in the
library over Christmas break. Call
x2506 for more info.
Found: 2 pairs of glasses: Man's
rimmed bifocals in hard brown case,
found in Stevens parking lot; woman's
brown plastic frame, found in So.
Stevens Hall. Stop by College of Busi-
ness Admin. or call 581-1995.
To place your FREE lost and found
ad, stop by the Maine Campus in the
basement of Lord Hall Monday-
Thursday 9a.m.-5p.m. and Friday
9a m.-4p.m. or call 581-1273.
Don?' forget to _s-end
your -.sweetheart
ocrsona/ ad on Febru-
ury 12 for Valentines
Day The deadbOa for-
thcsc ads is 54).m.
- February 10
